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ABSTRACT.  The first part of this paper deals with problems concerning

the symmetric algebra of complex-valued polynomial functions on the complex

vector space of n by k matrices.   In this context, a generalization of the so-

called "classical separation of variables theorem" for the symmetric algebra is

obtained.

The second part is devoted to the study of certain linear representations,

on the above linear space (the symmetric algebra) and its subspaces, of the com-

plex general linear group of order k and of its subgroups, namely, the unitary

group, and the real and complex special orthogonal groups.   The results of the

first part lead to generalizations of several well-known theorems in the theory

of group representations.

The above representation, of the real special orthogonal group, which

arises from the right action of this group on the underlying vector space (of

the symmetric algebra) of matrices, possesses interesting properties when re-

stricted to the Stiefel manifold.   The latter is defined as the orbit (under the

action of the real special orthogonal group) of the n by k matrix formed by

the first n row vectors of the canonical basis of the fc-dimensional real Euclid-

ean space.   Thus the last part of this paper is involved with questions in har-

monic analysis on this Stiefel manifold.   In particular, an interesting orthogonal

decomposition of the complex Hubert space consisting of all square-integrable

functions on the Stiefel manifold is also obtained.

Introduction. Let E0 = R"xk and E = CnXk with k > n. Let G0 =

SO(k) and G = SO(k,C). The group GL(n, C) operates on E to the left; the

group GL(k, C) and its subgroups U(k), G, and G0 act linearly on E to the right.

When n = 1 and k > 2 the following theorems are well known:

Theorem 0.1.  The representations of U(k) and its complexification
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GL(Â:, C) obtained by right translation on S'{E*), the space of homogeneous

polynomials of degree j on C1 xk, are irreducible.

Theorem 0.2 ("Separation of variables" theorem).

(1) Ifp E S'{E*) then p can be uniquely written as:

p{X) = Po{X) + r{X)px{X) + • • • + rKXip/iX) + • • • + r'{X)p,{X),

where r{X) = T,k=xX2andp¡ is a homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree

j - 2/ on C1 x*. i = 0, 1./, and I = [j/2].

(2) 77îe harmonic homogeneous polynomials of degree j are generated by

the polynomials f satisfying the following defining condition : fiX) = (Ek= 1-4,-^,)/

where the A¡ are entries of a given matrix A G C1 xfe with Ef-XA¡ = 0.

Theorem 0.3. For every fixed nonnegative integer j the representations of

SO{k) and its complexification SO{k, C) obtained by right translation on H{E*),

the space of all harmonic homogeneous polynomials of degree j, are irreducible.

Theorem 0.4. The restriction mapping f —>f/Sk~1 from HJ{E*) onto

H{Sk~l), the space of all spherical harmonic functions of degree j, is an SO{k)-

module isomorphism.

The references to the above theorems can be found in [6, Chapter II], [24,

Chapter IX] for Theorems 0.1, 0.3, 0.4; [6, Chapter II], [24, Chapter IX], [21,

Chapter IV], [4, Chapter V], and [18] for Theorem 0.2.

We obtain here a generalization of the above theorems to the case C"Xfe.

The main theorems.

Definitions 0.5. Let {U, X) he a topological transformation group. Let X

be an irreducible finite dimensional representation of U on a linear space V. A

function f:X—*V will be called X-covariant if/(ta) = \{u)f{x) for all {u, x) in

UxX.

Now let U{n) denote the group of unitary matrices of order «.  Let % =

%{mx, m2,..., mn) he a character defined on the diagonal subgroup T of U{n)

by %{d) = dmxld™22 - ' ' dm£ where d E T and mx > m2 > • • • > mn. Let B

be the lower triangular subgroup of GL(«, C) and define an extension of % to B

(which we shall denote again by %) by setting %{b) = bxxb22  • • • bn" for all

b EB. Let f/ol(GL(n, C), £) denote the space of all £-covariant holomorphic

functions on GL(n, C). The representation ir{', %) of GL(«, C) obtained by right

translation on f/ol(GL(n, C), £) will be denoted by p. Define P{E, p) as the linear

space of all p-covariant polynomial mappings from E into Hol(GL(«, C), O-  Let

D{-, p) be the representation of GL{k, C) onFfZT, p) obtained by right translation.

Theorem 1.3. (i) P{E, p) is nonzero if and only ifmx > m2 > • • • >

m„>0.
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(ii) IfPiE, p) is nonzero, then the representation D{-, p) is irreducible and

its highest weight is indexed by

jmx, m2,...,mn, 0, 0.0).

k

In the process of proving Theorem 1.3, we obtain the following interesting

"induction in stages" type theorem.

Theorem 1.5. IfD(-, £) denotes the representation ofGL(k, C) obtained

by right translation on the linear space P{E, £) of all %-covariant complex-valued

polynomial functions on E then, under the assumption mx ~>m2 > • • • > mn >0,

D(', p) and £>(•,£) are equivalent; and, hence, D(-, £) is irreducible.

Notice that when n = 1, P(E, p) and P(E, %) may both be identified to a

space of homogeneous polynomials in k variables of a certain fixed degree, and

the notion of p-covariance as well as that of £-covariance may be thought of as

generalizations of the notion of homogeneity, so that Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 do

indeed generalize Theorem 0.1.  Also the study of the restriction of D(-, p)

to G and G0 is equivalent to that of the restriction of D( •, ?) to G and G0,

respectively. This naturally leads us to investigate the symmetric algebra S(E*)

of complex-valued polynomial functions on E. In this context there is a close

connection between our investigation and the work of S. Helgason [12], B. Kos-

tant [15], and H. Maass [18].

For the remainder of this investigation we must restrict ourselves to the

case k>2n.

Definitions 0.6.  Following B. Kostant and S. Helgason (see [15] and

[12] for details), we let J(E*) denote the subring of S(E*) consisting of G-in-

variant polynomial functions on E, and let H(E*) denote the subspace of S(E*)

consisting of G-harmonic polynomials. We use several results in [15] to prove

Theorem 2.5 ("Separation of variables" theorem for C" xfc, k > 2n).

(i) S(E*) is spanned by all products of the form jh where j E J(E*) and

h E H(E*); in fact, S(E*) = J(E*) ® H(E*) and S(E*) is a free J(E*)-module.

(ii) H(E*) is generated by all powers of all polynomials f satisfying the

following defining condition:

f(X) = ¿ZAyXij   withAAt = 0;i=l,...,n;j=l,...,k.
i,i

Here A¡- are entries of a given matrix A EE.

Definitions 0.7. Let H(E, %) denote the subspace of P(E, £) consisting of

all G-harmonic £-covariant polynomial functions.  An element F of P(E, p) will
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be called G-harmonic if 9(/ • F) = 0 for all linear functionals / on fiol(GL(«, C), £),

and for every homogeneous differential operator 9 with constant coefficients and

without constant term that commutes with G. Now let H{E, p)denote the subspace

of P{E, p) consisting of all G-harmonic p-covariant polynomial mappings. Let

R{ •, £) (resp. R0{ •, £)) be the representation of G (resp. the representation of

G0) obtained by right translation on H{E, £). Similarly we define R{' ,p) and

R0{ •, p),representations of G and G0, respectively, on H{E, p).

Theorem 3.1. Ifk>2n, the representation Z?0(*, £) of G0 on H{E, £) is

irreducible and its highest weight is indexed by

{mx,m2,...,mn,0,0,...,0).

[fc/21

Corollary 3.2. Ifk > 2«, the representation R{-, p)ofG on H{E, p) is

equivalent to the irreducible representation Z?( • ,Ç)of G on H{E, %).

Definitions 0.8. Let S",k denote the Stiefel manifold consisting of all

matrices s G R"xfc such that ss* = 1„, 1„ being the unit matrix of order «.  Let

H{S",k) denote the space of functions on Sn,k obtained by restricting all G-har-

monic polynomials to the Stiefel manifold.

Theorem 4.2. Ifk>2n, the restriction mapping f'—> f/S"-k  (/G H{E*))

ofH{E*) onto H{S",k) is a G0-module isomorphism.

Remarks. Theorem 4.2 was proved by D. Levine [17] for the case « = 2.

S. Gelbart [7], D. Levine [17], and R. Strichartz [22] investigated the p-covariant

type of harmonic polynomials and Stiefel harmonic functions.  Theorem 2.5 (ii)

was stated in [7] as a conjecture of E. M. Stein.  I am indebted to Professor K.

Okamoto for his conjecture concerning Theorem 3.1. This paper is in essence my

doctoral dissertation. It is a great pleasure to me to express here my profound re-

spect, gratitude, and admiration for my adviser, Professor Ray A. Kunze.

1. The study of the representation D{-, p). Since the Borel-Weil-Bott theo-

rem, or, equivalently, Zhelobenko's work in [27] and [28] give a complete classifica-

tion of the irreducible finite dimensional representations of GL(«, C), it is natural

to get a concrete realization of P{E, p) following those theories.  Since we shall

use it frequently throughout our investigation, a brief summary of the Borel-Weil-

Bott theorem seems necessary.  For details and justifications see [2], [3], [16],

[25], [27]. and [28]. For the terminology introduced in this section see [1].

Suppose that G0 is a compact, connected, semisimple Lie group.  Let T be

a maximal torus of G0.  Let G he the complexification of G0 and B a Borel sub-

group of G; then G = BG0 and B\G = T\G0. If % E f, then % extends uniquely

to a holomorphic homomorphism, which we shall denote by the same symbol
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|: B —> C*.  Let f/ol(G, %) be the space of all holomorphic functions fon G

which also satisfy f(bg) — %(b)f(g) for all (b, g)EB x G. Then it is well known

that ffol(G, £) is finite dimensional (see [16, p. 365] or [3, p. 215]). Let tt(* , £) !

be the representation of G on f7ol(G, |) which is given by (trig, £)f)(x) = f(xg)

for all x, g E G.  In this context we have

Theorem 1.1 (Borel-Weil-Bott).

(1) The space f/ol(G, %) is nonzero if and only if % is a dominant weight.

(2) The representation n( •, £) is irreducible if % is dominant. In this case,

if tc( ', £)/G0 denotes the restriction of ii( •, %) to G0, then tt( •, £)/G0 is irreduc-

ible, and its highest weight is %.

For a proof of this theorem see [3] ; for the notion of dominant weight

see [2] and [16,(351)].

Remark 1.2. Theorem 1.1 shows that one can obtain every irreducible

representation of a compact, connected, semisimple Lie group by the above in-

ducing process.

In [27] and [28] Zhelobenko obtained an equivalent version of the Borel-

Weil-Bott theorem which we shall use when convenient.

Now let U{n) denote the group of unitary matrices of order n.  Let £ =

%{mx, m2,..., mn) be a character defined on the diagonal subgroup T of U(n) by

%(d)= ci^i1 d^i •.. dm? where d £ T and m, > m2 > • • • > mn. Let B be

the lower triangular subgroup of GL(n, C) and define an extension of % to B

(which we shall denote again by %) by setting %(b) = bxxb22   • • • ôn/|" for all

b EB. Let fVol(GL(n, C), £) denote the space of all £-covariant holomorphic

functions on GL(n, C).  The representation it( •, £) of GL(n, C) obtained by

right translation on r7ol(GL(n, C), %) will be denoted by p. Define P(E, p) as the

linear space of all p-covariant polynomial mappings from E into f7ol(GL(n, C), £).

Let £>( •, p) be the representation of GL(fc, C) on P(E, p) obtained by right trans-

lation.

Theorem 1.3. (i) P{E, p) is nonzero if and only if mx > m2 > • • • > mn

>0.

(ii) IfP(E, p) is nonzero, then the representation £)(•, p) is irreducible and

its highest weight is indexed by

(ml,m2,...,mn,0,0,...,0).

k

Proof. Let Bk be the Borel subgroup of GL{k, C) consisting of all non-

singular lower triangular matrices of order k. B can be embedded in Bk by the

injection b C_,   [£ °] for all b E B, 1 being the identity matrix of order k — n.

The character % = %(mx, m2,..., mn) "extends" to a character  % =
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%{mx, m2,..., mn, 0,..., 0) of Bk.   Define P{GlJk, C), T) as the space of

all polynomial functions h on GL{k, C) which also satisfy h{bky) = 1ï{bk)h{y)

for all bkEBk,y E GL{k, C) (by polynomial functions on GL{k, C) we mean restric-

tion to GUk, C) of polynomial functions on CkXk)- Let ir{-, £) be the representa-

tion of GL{k, C) onP{GL{k, C),!) obtained by right translation. By Theorem 1.1,

we know that tt{', £) is irreducible with highest weight %{mx, m2,...,mn, 0,..., 0).

Now for añxedyEGlXk, C) the mapping bk —*■ bky {bkEBk)is polynomial. If«

EP{GL{k, C), £) then the mapping bk —* h{bky) is polynomial. This fact together

with the equality h{bky) = %{bk)h{y) implies that P{G\J{k, C), O is nonzero if

and only if mx > m2 > • • • > mn > 0.

Note 1.4. If we represent bk E Bk in block form as bk = [£ °], where b

is an « by n matrix, then ftefi and clearly %{bk) = £(£)• Let n? be the highest

weight vector of P{GU{k, C), 1); then h^(y) = ïl"=x [£>,(»] mrmi+1 where Z),0)

is the principal minor of order i of the matrix y, i = 1,..., « and mn+x = 0, so

that as a function of y E GUk, C), «r depends only on the first « rows of the

k by k matrix y (cf. [28, §4, pp. 20-26]   for details).  Since P{GUk, C), ?) is

cyclically spanned by h?, we observe that the same conclusion holds for all « G

P{Gl£k, C), % ). More precisely, if we represent a matrix y E GUk, C) in block

form as y - [z{y]] where X{y) is an « by k matrix and Z{y) isak — nhy k

matrix, then for « EP{GUk, C),^), h{y) is independent of Z{y). Since « is

polynomial, we can actually consider that the domain of definition of « is
çnXk =E

Now let P{E, %) be the linear space consisting of all polynomial functions de-

fined on E which also satisfy fibX) = %{b)f{X) for all {b, X) E B x E. Define D{-,%)

as the representation of GUk, C) on P{E, £) obtained by right translation. We shall

prove that D{-, £) and jt(* , f ) are equivalent ; hence Z>( •, if) is irreducible with high-

est weight %{pix, m2,...,mn,0,...,0). For this purpose, we define a mapping *

fromP(GL(£, C),l¡)toP{E, £) in the following fashion: For every XEE, we repre-

sent X in block form as [u{X) v{X)] where u{X) (resp. v{X)) is an n by n (resp.

« by k — «) matrix; let y [X] = ["^ v(-p], 1 being the unit matrix of order

k-n. Now for all « G Z>(GL(Â;, C), ?), XEE, we set (*«)(*) = /¡(/[I]);

the above observation (Note 1.4) together with the fact that

(*a)(m)=h{y[bx])= h(j^ °]jm) = «WO'M) = mm){x)

fotah'ib,X)EBxE show that * is well defined and injective. * is clearly

linear. For every / G F(F;, £) we define a polynomial function « on GL(fc, C)

by setting h{y) = /CYX») for all y E GL(fc, C) represented in block form as y =

izly]] ■   Now for a11 bk e Bk we have

h{bky) = f{X{bky)) =f{bX{y)) = %{b)fiXiy)) = %{bk)h{y)   if&fc = [*   °] -
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Hence, h E P(GUk. C), % ). Now (Vh)(X) = h(y [X] ) = f(X) for all X E E, so

*n = /.  This shows that * is surjective and i$!~lf){y) = f{X{y)) for all/£

P(E, %). For every yx £ GLifc, Q,XEE and n £P(GL(k, C),?) we have

(1.1)     O^i. ?)»)(X) = ̂ !, î)«Cv W) = %M^)
= «CvI^J) = *h(Xyx) = (Df>i, B**X*).

Equation (1.1) shows that * interwines tt(', £ ) and £>(•, |)

The following result, an "induction in stages," which is interesting in its own

right, will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.3.

Theorem 1.5. Z/ZJ>( •, £) {resp. D{•, p)) denotes the representation of

GL(k, C) obtained by right translation on the linear space P(E, £) (resp. P(E, p))

of all %-covariant {resp. p-covariant) complex-valued polynomial functions on E

(resp. polynomial mappings from E into f/ol(GL(n, C), £)), then, under the assump-

tion mx>m2> ' • ' mn>0,D(',%) and D(',p) are equivalent.

Proof. Define a map $ fromP(E, |) to P(E, p) by [{$f){X)](a) = f(aX)

for all a E GL(n, C), X E E, and /£ P(E, £). Then {$f){X) E ftol(GL(n, C), $),

because

[(*/)(*)](*«) = fibaX) = %(b)f(aX) = %(b) [(<S>f)(X)] (a)

for all a £ GL(n, C), b E B, and XEE. Clearly $/ is a polynomial mapping from

E into fYol(GL(n, C), %), and since for every a, ax E GL(n, C), and X E E, we

have

{{^f){axX)]{a)=fiaax X) = [{<t>f){X)]{aax) - \p(ax)($f)(X)]{a),

it follows that $/ belongs to P(E, p). It is also clear that $> is linear. Let us show

that d> is injective. Indeed if (<S>f)(X) = 0 for all X £ E, then [{$f){X)] (a) = 0

for all a £ GL(n, C); in particulars for a equal 1, the identity matrix of order n,

we get W(X)] (1) = f(lX) =f(X) = 0 for all X E E, so / = 0.

To see that $ is surjective we suppose that F E P(E, p) and define / by

f(X) = (F(X))(1) for all X E E. Clearly / is a polynomial function and

f(bX) = F(bX)(l) = [p(b)F(X)](l) = (F(X)){lb)

= (F(X))(bl) = m(F(X))(l) = %(b)f{X).

Therefore, / belongs to P(E, %). Now for all (a, X) E GL(n, C) x E we have

[{$f){X)](a) = f{aX) = (F(aX))(l) = [p(a)F(X)](l)

= F(X)(la) = (F(X))(a),

so that 4>/= F. Therefore, $ is an isomorphism and its inverse mapping is given by

(*-lF)iX)={F{X))(l).

For all y £ GL(k, C), a E GL(n, C), XEE, and /£ P(E, Ç) we have
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[(D(y, pys>f){X)\ (a) = Wf){Xy)] («) = fiaXy)

0 '2) = (DO, l)f)<flX) = l^Diy, %)fiX)\ id).

Equation (1.2) shows that $ intertwines £)(•, p) and D{-, £). This achieves

the proof of Theorem 1.5 and also completes that of Theorem 1.3.    D

Remark 1.6. The proof of Theorem 1.3 (via Theorem 1.5) shows that the

space of all complex-valued £-covariant polynomial functions P{E, %) is naturally

isomorphic to the space of all vector-valued p-covariant polynomial mappings

P{E, p).  In fact when n = 1 and k > 2, % = ${mx), mx > 0, so that P{E, £) is

the space of all homogeneous polynomials in k variables of degree mx. Hence,

the notion of £-covariance as well as that of p-covariance are equivalent generaliza-

tions of the notion of homogeneity. Also the study of the restriction of D{ •, p)

to G or G0 is equivalent to that of the restriction of £)(•, £) to G or G0. This

naturally reduces our problems to the investigation of the symmetric algebra

S{E*) of polynomial functions on E.  In this context, there is a close connection

between our investigation and the work of S. Helgason [12], B. Kostant [15],

and H. Maass [18], [19].  In the next section, we shall consider this connection.

2.  The "separation of variables" theorem for the symmetric algebra S{E*).

In this section we shall study the algebra of all complex-valued polynomial func-

tions on C"xk under the assumption k > 2«.  The rings of differential operators

and polynomial functions on a finite dimensional vector space, invariant under linear

actions of certain semisimple Lie groups, were investigated abstractly and in great

detail by Harish-Chandra [10], S. Helgason [12], and B. Kostant [15]. We

shall begin by reformulating some of these notions in a manner convenient to our

particular problem.

The most important results of this section are:  Io the "separation of vari-

ables" theorem; 2° Corollary 2.7; the latter will play an important role in the

proof of Theorem 3.1 of §3.

Recall that E0, E, G0, and G stand for R"xfe, C"xfc, SO{k), and SO{k, C),

respectively. Let E* denote the dual of E; and let S{E*) he the algebra of all

complex-valued polynomial functions on E. Thus S{E*) is generated by E* and

the constant functions. For /in S{E*) let D¡¡f be the partial derivative of/with

respect to the ij coordinate, 1 < / < n; 1 </ <k. If p is any element of S{E*)

let p{D) denote the differential operator obtained from p{Y) by replacing Yjf

with Dy. For X in E let X*{Y) = titfY*), where tr denotes the trace function

and Y* the transpose of Y. Clearly X* belongs to E*. Now we define a linear

action of GL(fc, C) on S{E*) by setting {R{y)p)(X) = p{Xy) for all y E GUK C),

X E E, and p E S{E*). This action, when restricted to G, induces a structure of

G-module on S{E*). For y E GL{k, C), Z?0)** = iXy 0*-  For each X in E,
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iX*ip)f)iX) = ¿2 XijíDtjñiY) = {{d/dt)f(Y + tX)}t=0.

Hence,

{R(y)X*{D)Riy-1)f){Y) = (^OW1 )/)(*,)

= {(d/dt)(R(y-1)f){Yy + tX)}t=0

= {{d/dt)f(Y+tXy-1)}t=0.

Therefore,

Riy)X*{D)R{y-1) = {Xy-l)*0).

For any Y in E,

{Xy-l)*{Y) = titfy-170 = tr(Z(70-1)f)i)

= (R(y>/)Ar*)(J0    O>/ = Cv-1)0.

It follows that

(2.1) R{y)p(D)R{y-1 ) = {R{y^)p) (D)   for all p in S(E*).

Indeed, to establish relation (2.1) we let C be the class of polynomials for

which (2.1) is true.  Let p, q E C- Then

R{y)(p + q){D)R{y-1) = R{y){p(D) + q{D))R{y-1) = (R(y^)ip + q))(D).

R{y)ipq){D)R{y-1) = Riy)p{D)q{D)R{y-i) = (R(y^){pq)){D).

Moreover, C contains X* for each X in E; hence C = S{E*).

For any two polynomials p and q in S(E*) let {p, q) = (p(D)q)(Q). Then

for 7 £ (?(*, C), (R(y)p,R{y)q) = {p, q) by (2.1) and the fact that 7^ = ^.

Notice that <Z*, 7*> = tr(Zrf)-  Let Sr(E*) (r E N) denote the subspace of

S(E*) consisting of all homogeneous polynomials of degree r. If t = rik let

{X*, X*,..., X*} be a basis for E* such that <Zf, X/= > = S,j. Then if

t->      , \v*mx v*m2 v*mt
p=   ¿2   a(m1,...,mt)Xx    lX2   i—-Xt   *

m¡>0

and

q =   ¿2   b(mx,...,mt)XriX^'"X:^
m¡>0

{a{mx,..., mt), b(mx,..., mt) are complex numbers and p, q belong to Sr(E*)),

we have

(2.2) (p, q) =¿2mx\ • • • \mt\a(mx,..., mt)b(mx,..., mt).

It follows immediately from (2.2) that <•, • > is a symmetric nondegenerate bi-

linear form on S(E*) x S(E*). Moreover, if p and q are homogeneous poly-

nomials of different degrees, (p, q) = 0.
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Definitions 2.1.  A polynomial p E S{E*) is said to be G-invariant if

Rig)P = P for all g E G. A differential operator p{D) is said to be G-invariant if

it commutes with the action of G on S{E*); i.e., R{g)p{D) = p{D)R{g) for all

ginG.

From the fact that (• ,• > is nondegenerate, we infer that the map p —►

p{D) is an algebra isomorphism.  This, together with relation (2.1), shows that p

is G-invariant if and only if p{D) is G-invariant; i.e.,

(2.3) R{g)p{D)R{g-1) = p{D) fot a)l g EG o R{g)p = p for all g E G.

Note 2.2. In Definitions 2.1 if we replace G by G0, then relation (2.3)

still holds for all g E G0.

Now we equip Sr{E*) with an inner product defined in the following

fashion:   If q E Sr{E*),

q = Zb{mx,...,mt)X*xmiX2*m>---X*mt,

we let

q = 2*b{mx,...,mt)Xx XX2 2—-Xt *,

where b{mx,..., mt) is the complex-conjugate of b{mx,..., mt); now set

(2.4) {p,q) = <P,q>   for all p, q in Sr{E*).

For n = 1 this is the same inner product as defined in [21, p. 139].   Moreover,

this inner product extends obviously to an inner product on S{E*). It follows

from the above paragraphs that G0 leaves (•,•) invariant; i.e. {R{g)p,R{g)q) =

ip, q) for all p, q in S{E*) and for all g in G0.

Now let SC{E*) denote the algebra of all complex-valued polynomial func-

tions on E0. Each polynomial function / G SC{E$) extends uniquely to a poly-

nomial function on E, also denoted by /. Therefore the restriction mapping / —>

//£"„  ifE S{E*)) is an isomorphism between S{E*) and SC{E*).

Let J{E*) (resp. Ie'(Zí¿)) be the subring of S{E*) (resp. 5e(£*)) consisting of

all G-invariant (resp. G0-invariant) polynomials.  In this context we have the fol-

lowing proposition which can also be found in a more general form in [9, Lemma

1.5, p. 246].

Proposition 2.3.  Under the restriction mapping f —> f/E0   (fES{E*))

from S{E*) onto SC{E$), J{E*) is mapped isomorphically onto JC{E$).

Proof. The proof is elementary.  For details see [23]. □

Let J+{E*) (resp. JC+{E$)) denote the subset of J{E*) {tesp.Jc{E*)) consist-

ing of all G-invariant (resp. G0-invariant) polynomial functions without constant

term. It is well known, from the theory of polynomial invariants (cf. [26, Chapter

II] ), that J°+{E^) is the linear space generated hy all products of the polynomials p-,
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1 < i </< n, defined by

k

(2.5) PijiX) = ¿2 XisX}s,   where X = (Xrs) E EQ, 1 < r < n, 1 < s < k.
s=l

From Proposition 2.3 we infer that J+(E*) is generated by the same poly-

nomials p¡-, 1 < i </ < n, as defined by (2.5) but now their domain of defini-

tion is E.

Definition 2.4. A polynomial function / £ S(E*) (resp. / £ SC(E*)) will

be called G-harmonic (resp. G0-harmonic) if p(D)f= 0 for all p EJ+(E*) (resp.

PEJ% (ZJ*)).

Let H(E*) denote the subspace of S(E*) consisting of all G-harmonic poly-

nomial functions. Then from the above paragraphs we deduce that

(2.6) H(E*) = {/£ S(E*): Aijf= 0, 1< / </ < n; where A,y/=pf/(ZJ)/}.

Notice that when n = 1, /+ (E*) is spanned by all powers of a single poly-

nomial p(X) = Pj ,(Z) = S*_j X?. Hence, ZZ(ZT*) is then reduced to the space of

all "classical" harmonic polynomial functions in k variables.

Let P denote the algebraic variety in E defined by

P = {X E E: f(X) = 0 for all/£/+(£*)}.

From relation (2.5) we see immediately that

(2.7) P = {XEE:XX{ = 0}.

Set

Pn ={XEP: rank(X) = n}.

For the remainder of this section we shall always assume that k > 2n (al-

though occasionally we shall make some remarks about the case k = 2n). This

restriction, which occurs also in the classical case when n = 1, seems to be nec-

essary both from the point of view of algebraic geometry as well as from the

standpoint of the representation theory of our problem.

Theorem 2.5 ("Separation of variables" theorem for CnXk, k > 2n).

(i)  The algebra S(E*) of all complex-valued polynomial functions on E is

spanned by all products of the form jh where j is G-invariant and h is G-harmonic.

In fact, S(E*) = J(E*) ® H(E*) and S(E*) is a free J(E*)-module.

(ii)  The space H(E*) of G-harmonic polynomials is generated by all powers

of all polynomials f satisfying the following defining condition:

(2.8) f(X) = ¿2AijXij      withAAt = 0;i=l,...,n;j=l,...,k.
i i

Here the A„ are entries of a given matrix AEE.

In particular, the subspace Hr(E*) of all G-harmonic homogeneous polynomials
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of a fixed degree r>0is spanned by the polynomials f, f being defined by condi-

tion (2.8).

Note 2.6. (1) If we set P* = {A* E S{E*): A EP}, and let HP(E*) be the

linear space spanned by all powers (A*)m, m = 1,2,..., then Theorem 2.5(ii) simply

states that H(E*) = HP(E*).

(2) In the present context our Theorem 2.5 corresponds to Theorems 1.2 and

1.3 (see also remark on p. 247) in [12] (with Hx(E*) = HP(E*) and H2(E*) = {0}),

and to the "general development theorem" (Theorem 3) in [18] (if we consider an

element XEÉ as a row vector with nk components. Also Theorem 3 of [18] was

proved forSc(ZTjJ),but we can see that the result is still valid for our case from the

observations made in the first part of this section).

(3) In the proof of Theorem 2.5 we shall use Propositions 4 and 7 in [15]

and related matters.

(4) Recall that %(b) = b™xlb222 ■ ■ ■ C" for ̂  b EB- Now let m = 2"=iw/

and b' EB such that b'u = X, i-l,...,n, \ E C*; then/£?(£", £) implies that f{b'X) =

\mf(X). This shows immediately that P{E, £) is a subspace of Sm(E*), the space

of all homogeneous polynomial functions of degree m on E.

Now let S(Pn) be the ring of all functions on Pn obtained by restricting ele-

ments of S(E*) toPn. Then we have

Corollary 2.7. The restriction mapping f—*f/Pn   (f E H(E*)) is a G-

module isomorphism of H(E*) onto S(Pn).

Proof of Theorem 2.5. Recall thatZ^ ={XEP: rank(*) = n}; thus

Pn is a dense submanifold of P. Suppose X0 £ Pn is given in the block form X0

= [{!„) {-!'„) (0)], where In is the unit matrix of order n, Tn = {^f-î) In, yf^l

being a fixed square root of — 1.

Lemma 2.8.  77ie set Pn is the orbit of X0 under the action of G, i.e. Pn =

0xo = X0G.

Proof. Since X0X^ = 0, rank(Z0) = n, and gg* = lk, it follows that X^g

has rank n and {XQg)(XQgY = X^g'X^ = X0X*Q = 0 for all g £ G.  Therefore,

X0G EPn. We shall prove that Pn C X0G. Now let (• I •) be the complex sym-

metric bilinear form on C1      which is defined by the equation (x \y) = xyt;

then it is clear that (• I •) is nondegenerate.  For X EPn we let V = Vx be the

subspace (of C1 xk) spanned by the rows of X. In general, we shall denote by

{xx, x2,..., Xj.xs> the subspace spanned by any s elements x/-,j= 1,..., s,

of C1 Xk.  Since rank(X) = n , V is of dimension n; also since X EPn,  V is

totally isotropic with respect to (*|')  (i.e. VC V   where V  is the orthogonal

complement of V with respect to the bilinear form (• I •) on C1 xk).  Since

( * I * ) is nonsingular, the subspace V  is of dimension k — n > n (if we use ( • | • )
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to identify C1 xfe with its dual, then V is identified with Vo, the annihilator of V,

and the result follows from Theorem 16 on p. 101 of [14]).  It is clear that

{V )  = V. Since k — 2« > 0,  V ¡V is nonzero and has dimension k — 2«.

Since ( • | • ) vanishes on V, we can define a symmetric bilinear form on V /V

(which we shall denote by the same symbol, (• | •)) by setting {y + V\z + V) =

{y\z) for y and z in V . Now if we denote the complement of V in V  by F  —

V, then for every y in VX - V   {=V±- {V1)1-) there exists zEV1- such that

O + V\z + V) = {y\z) i= 0.  Hence (• |«) is nondegenerate on V^/V. Since

F /F" is a finite dimensional vector space over the complex field, it is a well-known

fact (see, e.g., [14, Theorem 4, p. 370]) that there exists an orthonormal basis

for V ¡Vwith respect to (• |•), i.e. there exist a2n+1,...,ak E VLsuch that

{a¡ + P]cty + V) = 5 y for all i, j = 2« + 1,..., k.  It follows immediately that

a2n +1 ' • • • ' ak f°rm an orthonormal system in V1 with respect to ( • | • ).  Now

let W = <.a2n + x,ot2n+2,...,ak); then the vectors xx,x2,...,xn, a2n+x,...,

ak ate linearly independent; hence VL = V ® W. Indeed, if 2 c¡x¡ + 2 dtott —

0 with c¡,dtEC,i = 1,..., «, and t = 2« + 1,..., k, then (2 cix¡ + 2 dtat\as)

= cs for all s = 2« + 1,..., k, so dt = 0 and 2 c¡X¡ = 0; but the x¡'s ate linearly

independent by hypothesis, so ci = 0 for all i = 1,..., «.

Now let

L{k, n) = (.xx,x2,...,xn,ot2n+x,..,ak) = VX

and

L{k, n^) = ixx,x2.xn_1,a2n+1,...,ak).

Then dimL{k, n^) = k — (« + 1) < & — « = dimZ,(fc, «).   Therefore

dimZ,(£, w^)   = « + 1 > dimZ-(A:, n)   = n. Hence, there exists an element y

such that {y\as) = 0 fot s = 2n + l,...,k,{y\x¡) = 0 for /' = 1, 2,...,« — 1,

and iy\xn) ¥= 0.   If {y\y) =£ Olet a2n he the quotient of y by a fixed

square root of {y\y).   If {y\y) = 0 let a2n be the quotient of y + xn by

a fixed square root of (y + xn \y + xn) (in the latter case {y + xn \y + xn) =

2(*„ O) ^ 0).  In any event, there exists a2n such that {a2n, tx2n+,,..., afc}

is an orthonormal system, {a2n\x¡) = 0 if i = 1,...,« — 1, and {a2n \xn) =£ 0.

Now a2n cannot belong to Z,(fc, «).  For if

n k

a2n = Z   CiXi+       Z      dfit>        Ci>dtECt
1=1 f=2n+l

then we see immediately that {a2n \xn) = 0, a contradiction.  Therefore, xx,

...,xn,a2n,a2n+1,...,ak ate linearly independent.

Now let us proceed inductively.  Suppose that for 1 < t < n there exist t

vectors a2„   ,+ 1, 1 </ < t, with the following properties. The system {xx,x2,

■■■>xn,ot2n_t+l, ot2n_t+2>..., a2n, a2n+ j,..., ak} is linearly independent;
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the ctj's form an orthonormal system for 2n — t + 1 < s < k; (a2n+r \x¡) = 0

for 1 </'<« and 1 <r <k — 2n;{a2n_j+x \xn_j+x)¥= 0,and {a2n_j+x \x¡) = 0

for i = l,...,n,i ¥=n —j + 1.

Let

L{k, n-t) = (xx,...,xn,a2n_t+x,...,ak)

and

L(k, {n-iyJ) = (xx,x2,...,x^_t,...,xn,a2n_t+1,...,ak);

here the symbol xv_f means that the term xn_t is missing.   Now

dimZ,(fc, (n - tyJ) = k-n+ t - 1, so

dim Z,(fc, (n - r)^)1 = n - t + 1 > dim L(k, n - tf = n - t.

Therefore, there exists y such that (y\x¡) = 0, i ¥= n — r, 0>|x„_f) ¥= 0, (ajj»)

= 0 for 2n — t + 1 < s < k. If (y | y) ¥= 0 let a2n_f be the quotient of v by a

fixed square root of iy\y); if iy\y) = 0 then (y + xn_t \y + x„_t) = 2{y\xn_t)

¥= 0 and (y + xn_t |x„_f) = (y\xn_t) =£ 0. In this case, we let a2n_t be the

quotient of y + xn_t by a fixed square root of {y + xn_t \y + xn_t)- In any

event, there exists a2n_t such fhat{a2n_f, a2n_t+l,..., ak} is an orthonormal

system and (a2n_t\x¡) = 0 if and only if i =£ rc — t. Now the system {x1; x2,

...,xn,a2n_t,...,ak} is linearly independent.  For if

n k

a2n-t = Z   W + ^ dft>
i=l /=2«-r+i

then (a2n-rlx«-r) = 0> a contradiction.   So we can iterate this process until

we get a basis for Clxfc consisting of xx,...,xn, an + 1, an+2,..., ak such that

the ay's, n + 1 </ < k, form an orthonormal system, {xAa2n+r) = 0 for 1 < r

< k — In, 1 < i < n, and {x¡\an+-) = 0 if and only if i #/, 1 < i, / < n.

Now define n linear functional/n+/ on Fby/n+i(x) = (x|an+;), 1 <i

< n. Then the fn+i, 1 < i < n, form a basis for V*, the dual of F. Indeed, if

2 c,/„+i = 0, 1 < i < n, then 0 = 2 cfH+fic¡) = c}{xf\a„+i), but ^|c^+/) +

0, so c- — 0 for all; = 1.n. Hence, fn+x,..., f2n is the dual of a basis

yx,.... yH for F. Thus

(2.9) /„+,<>,•) = (»„+/) =5l7,      1 < i,/ < n.

Now let a;- = —\f—ly¡ + V—Ia„+;. for all/ = 1,..., n. Then ay —\/z-lan+j

= —\f-lyj belongs to VEV ; so (ay —yf-lan+j\x¡) = 0 for all i, /, 1 < i,

j < n. This last equality is equivalent to (aylx,.) = y/—l{an+í\x¡), 1 < i, / < n.

Also, for all /, t with 1 </, r < n we have
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(2.10)

(ot, la,) = {-\Fly¡ + \Z=ian+i\->friyt+ V^On+r)

= «„ + Syr 8yi = V

(2.11)

Now for all i with 1 < i < « we have

(a/la«+f) = i-V^yj + V^a„+/l«»+i)

= -v^Ts/,. + xA=:!o/,. = 0.
Finally

(2.12)
(«/l^ii + r) = i-V^lyj + \fZ^%+j\a2n + r)

= 0   for all r = 1,..., k — 2«.

In conclusion, from (2.9), (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12) we have found a basis

{ ct-j,..., ak } for C1 x k orthonormal with respect to the bilinear form ( •, • ) and

such that

(2.13)

a2n + l>--->akGV >

ixi I <*„+i) = -V^iXi I or,) *= 0    for 1 < / < «,

(*i K+/) = -V^K*/!^) = 0   if i ̂ /;  1 < /,/ < «.

Let gx be the k by k matrix with columns <x\, at,,..., ak. Then gx belongs to

the complex orthogonal group 0{k, Ç).  By (2.13), Xgx is an « x k matrix repre-

sented in block form as [(D) (—£>') (0)], where D is an invertible diagonal ma-

trix of order n,D' = \f—lD, and 0 is the n by k — 2« matrix with entries all

equal to zero. Since k > 2n, by replacing, if necessary, tx2n+ x by — ot2n+x we

can assume that gx E G and still have Xgx = [(D) {-D') (0)].

Next we want to show that for every Xx E Pn of the form [(D) (-D')(0)]

as above, with

D d¡ ¥= 0 for 1 < i < «,

there exists g2EG such that Xxg2 = ^0. For this purpose, we let

AB        0

82 -B   A

L   °   0   7(fc-2„)J

where A (resp. Z?) is the «by « matrix with the /th diagonal entry equal to

¥id, + l/d¡) (resp. HV-Î (d, - l/dj), 1 < ¡' < «, and Z(fc_2n) is the identity

matrix of order k — 2n. Now
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*2*2  =

A2 + B2

0

0

0

A2 +B2

0

0

0

f(k-2n)

and it is easy to verify that A2 + B2 = In, the unit matrix of order «.  Since A,

B are invertible commuting matrices we have det g2 = det [A2 + B2] = 1. There-

fore, g2 EG. By a simple computation one can see that Xxg2 = X0. Now for

every X G Pn, we can find gx such that Xgx is of the form Xx ; let g2 be such

that Xxg2 = X0. If g = gxg2, then Xg = X{gxg2) = Xxg2 = X0, and this com-

pletes the proof of Lemma 2.8.    D

Now recall that the Vin{n + 1) polynomial generators Py of J+{E*) were de-

fined by Py{X)

have

2k=xXisXs for X = {Xrs); 1 < r < «; 1 < s < k. Next we

Lemma 2.9. IfXEEand tank{X) — n, then the Jacobian matrix

JiPl 1, Pi 2 » • • • ' Pnn) IX = firsPiji*)} >

1 < s < k, 1 < r, i, j < «, has rank Mn{n + 1).

Proof. We proceed by induction on «.  If « = 1, then a simple computa-

tion gives J{pxx)\x = 2X; since tank{X) = 1 it follows that rank J{px x)\x = 1

= 1(1 + l)/2, and the assertion is verified. Now assume that the lemma is true

for all r <« — 1. Then, in particular, /(pn,...,p„_lj„_1)ly- has rank

Vi{n - 1)« for all Y of maximal rank.in c("-1)xfc. Next let X E E and rank(Z)

= «.  Let Xx he the « — 1 by k matrix formed by the first « — 1 rows of X.

Clearly rankf^) = « — 1. Since the rank of J{pxx,..., Pnn)\x is unchanged if

we permute the p¡-, we may consider the Jacobian

J(pxx,. . . »Pn-i^-i.Pin'P?«» • • • >Pnn)\x

where we group together all functions pin involving n (1 < 1 < «) in the last « compo-

nents. By a simple computation, we see that/Oi i> • • • >Pn-\,n-\< P\n< P2n> Pnn)\x

can be represented in block form [$ ° ], where

A=J{plx,P12,..-,Pn-i,n-i)\Xl   and    C =

X.11

l21

X,lie

l2k

L/i-l,l

L2*»,i

■ X,
n-l,k

2X,n.kj

is X except that the nth row of C is the nth row of X multiplied by the factor 2.

Clearly rank(C) = tank{X) = «, and by the inductive hypothesis rank(4) =

lA{n — 1)«. Hence,
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rank J(px x,..., pnn)\x = rank 04) + rank (G) = n + ftn(n - 1) = Vmiji + 1). D

We are now in position to achieve the proof of Theorem 2.5.  First, note

that according to a theorem due to H. Weyl (cf. [26, Chapter II, p. 35, and

Theorem (2.17 A), p. 75]), the polynomials ptj, 1 < i, j < n, are algebraically

independent. Also note that G is a connected semisimple linear algebraic Lie

group which is reductive in the Kostant sense.  As an algebra, J(E*) is generated

by the V¡n{n + 1) algebraically independent homogeneous polynomials p¡. (1 <

i,j <n) and the constant function 1.  By Lemma 2.8 the orbit Qx   of X0 is

dense in P. Let J+(E*)S(E*) denote the ideal in S(E*) which is generated by

J+{E*). Then Lemma 2.9 allows us to apply Proposition 7 (p. 347) in [15]

and, hence, to conclude that J+(E*)S(E*) is a prime ideal. Now all hypotheses

of Proposition 4 (p. 341) in [15] are met, and therefore Theorem 2.5 follows

immediately from this proposition. The conclusion for the particular subspace

LfiE*) follows from the fact that H(E*) is obviously graded.    D

Proof of Corollary 2.7. Following B. Kostant (cf. [15, p. 342] ) we

shall call an element XEE quasi-regular if P E UcGc*^cX~- Then by Lemma

2.8 it is obvious that X0 is quasi-regular and S(0X ) = S(Pn). Proposition 5

(p. 343) of [15] is now applicable and Corollary 2.7 follows immediately from

this proposition.   D

Remarks 2.10. (1) In the case k = 2n, I can prove that Pn has exactly

two orbits, and in the case n < k < 2n, the study of some particular cases shows

that Pn has infinitely many orbits.   In the case k = 2n, I suspect that

J+{E*)S{E*) is a radical ideal so that Theorem 2.5 is still valid.  (Cf. [12, remark

on p. 247] and [18, Theorem 3, p. 143].)  Notice that for n = l,k = 2, this

is true.

(2) With the knowledge that J+{E*)S{E*) is a prime ideal, we could apply

Theorem 3 (p. 143) and Lemma 1 (p. 145) of H. Maass' results in [18] to

achieve the proof of Theorem 2.5 (see observations made in the preliminary

part of this present section).

After this excursion which has led us to investigate some interesting ques-

tions in algebraic geometry, we shall now return to our main theme.  Indeed, in

general, by restrictingD(-, p) (or equivalently £>(•, £)) to G, the representations

obtained are not irreducible anymore.  In the particular case when n = 1 and

k > 2, the harmonic homogeneous polynomials of a fixed degree constitute an

irreducible subspace of H(E*) under the actions of G and G0 respectively.  It

appears that a generalization can be made from this interesting result. This gen-

eralization is applicable not to the G-harmonic subspaces Hr(E*) but to the G-

harmonic |-covariant polynomials on E (| £ T). In the next section, we shall

confine our investigation to this generalization.
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3.  The % and p-covariant harmonic polynomial functions on E.  Let P{E, %)

and P{E, p) be defined as in § 1 ;  we shall denote by H{E, £) the subspace of

P{E, £) consisting of all G-harmonic £-covariant polynomial functions on E. An

element F G P{E, p) will be called G-harmonic if A; ■(/ ° F) = 0 for all linear func-

tional / on f/ol(GL(«, C), %) and for all i, j, 1 < i </ < « (see (2.6) for the defi-

nition of Ay). It is clear that the G-harmonic p-covariant polynomial maps con-

stitute a subspace of P{E, p); we shall denote it by H{E, p). Now for a E

GL(«, C) we define a linear functional la on f/ol(GL(«, C), %) by setting laip) =

ip{a) for all y E f/ol(GL(n, C), £).  Since the annihilator of the set {la: a E

GL(«, C)} consists only of the element 0, this set generates the dual of

Hol(GL(«, C), £).  Thus, to verify that F E P{E, p) is G-harmonic, it is sufficient

to show that A/y.(/a ° F) = 0 for all a G GL(«, C) and for all Ay, 1 </'</< «.

We define an action of B, the lower triangular subgroup of GL(«, C), on

Piß, %) by {L{b)f){X) = fib- lX) for all {b, X) E B x E and all /G P{E, %).

Clearly the actions of G and B on P{E, £) commute. Now by definition, for all

i, / (1 < / < / < «) A(/- commutes with the action of G on S{E*). These facts

imply that H{E, £) is a subspace of S{E*) invariant under both actions of B and

G respectively. We define Z?(*, £) as the representation of G on //(£", £) obtained

by right translation.

For every a E GL(«, C) and every F E P{E, p) we notice that la ° F E

S{E*).  For all g E G and all X E E we have

[R{g)Oa °F)]iX) = Qa ° *X*) = [F{Xg)]{a).

Also

[/„ o Dig, p)F]{X) = [(Dfc p)F)(r)](a) = [F{Xg)]{a).

Therefore R{g)Qa ° F) = la ° D{g, p)F. This last equality implies that

(3.1) Ay{la o D{g, p)F) = Ay{R{g){la » F)) = R{g){Aij{la o F)).

It follows immediately from equation (3.1) that H{E, p) is invariant under

the action of G. Therefore we can define R{', p) as the representation of G on

H{E, p) obtained by right translation. For the terminology used in the proof of

the next theorem see [27], [28], and also [25].

Theorem 3.1. Let H{E, %) be the subspace ofS{E*) consisting of all G-

harmonic %-covariant polynomial functions on E. Ifk> 2«, then the representa-

tion R{-, Ç)ofG on H{E, %) is irreducible and its highest weight is

Corollary 3.2. Ifk> 2n, then the representation R{',p)ofG on

H{E, p) is equivalent to the representation R{\ %).  Hence, R{-, p) is irreducible.
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. In what follows, we shall always divide the k by

k complex matrices in block form as below. (If there is subsequently any excep-

tion to this, then we will expressly state the exception.)

Case 1.

k/2     k/2

if k is even.

Case 2.

[k/2]     1      [k!2]

if k is odd.

Let q = (l/v^)[? _*] for Case 1; then c"1 = (l/>/2)[J   "/] and {q-l){q~lY

= [ i   o I = s-  For Case 2> we let

so that

a = (1/V2)

q-l=(lfy/2)

i   o   r

0   s/ï.    0

i    o -i

*1    0   -/■

0   y/2     0

0   0    1

0 1    0

1 0   0,

and   (</_1)(?-1)i = s.

1     0      i

In any case, we let G = q~xGq = {g~E GL(k, C): ¿? = q-1gq, g E G}.

Then it is easy to verify that

G = [g £ GUk, C): 'gsg* = s, det g = 1}.

Following Zhelobenko (cf. [28, p. 10]) we shall say that a topological

group G admits a Gauss decomposition (or triangular decomposition) if C, U, V

are closed subgroups of G such that:

(i)  U and V are normalized by C,

(ii) CU and CV are connected, closed, solvable subgroups of G,

(iii) C n U= { 1} and CU n F = {1},
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(iv) CUV is dense in G.

Now if k is even we let

(
C =

(3.2)   U =

V =

c E GUk, C): c

u e GL(k, C): u =

b

L.0

«t

,-i

iJ

v E GUk, C): u =

If k is odd we let

C=\cE GUk, C): c =

4

0 0

1 0

]

}

]

b an invertible diagonal matrix

«/= ("i 1Y: «f«2= _»2W1 l'»|i

«j lower triangular unipotent

; uy = (vx 1)f, u2u5 = -üji^

vx upper triangular unipotent

(3.3)17 = u £ GL(fc, C): «

v £ GL(/t, C): u =

.0   0 o

«i     0

H2        1

M4

u2

1

0

-i
b an invertible diagonal matrix

LM3

0

0

4j

■*'..

«4 + «j«]"1 = 0;

; m/i^ + u^u\ + u3u7x = 0;

ux lower triangular unipotent

v4v\ + v2 = 0;

; v3v\ + v2v\ + vx 1)3 = 0;

Uj upper triangular unipotent]

We now proceed to prove Theorem 3.1 via several lemmas.

Lemma 3.3.  The subgroups C, U, V (given by equation (3.2) for the case k

even, and by (3.3) for the case k odd) constitute a triangular decomposition for G.

Proof. See [27] and [28]. Notice that the Bruhat decomposition lemma

may be used to prove that CUV is dense in G; also (C, U, V) is a triangular de-

composition of G induced by the triangular decomposition of the full linear group

GL(&, C).  Finally, remark that in [28, p. 41], Zhelobenko used the matrix

1
0

0
1

instead of the matrix s used here; however this difference is inessential.    D

Now let T be the maximal torus of G0 (i.e. maximal connected abelian
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subgroup) consisting of all k by k matrices t with

21

t =

cos i

0 'cos 0
k/2

-sin i

0 —sin 0fc/2 '•      0

sin

0 'sin k/2

COS 0j

cos 0k/2

if k is even,

and

cos 6,

0 cos0 [k/2]

- sin 0,

0 -sin0[ft/2]

sin 0j

0 sin 0[k/2]

cos

0 cos0 [fc/2]

if k is odd.

Then T = q   l Tq is a maximal torus of G0.  In fact, T consists of all elements

t given by

exp(z'0,)

t

0        exp(i0fc/2)

exp(-/0!)1

0     exp(-i'0fc/2)

if k is even,
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and

exp(/01)

0      exp(/0[fc/2])

exp(-i9x)

0       exp(-/ö[fc/2])

if k is odd.

Let B = CU; then B is a maximal connected solvable subgroup of G (i.e., a

Borel subgroup of G).  From now on, we shall always assume that k is even; the

case k is odd may be treated similarly.

Now let f be a character of T defined by

f(r) = exp(i(m101 + • • • + m„0„));

the m/s (i = 1,..., n) are exactly the same as in \{mx,...,mn). Then \ extends

uniquely to a holomorphic character of B, which we shall again denote by f.

Hence

ï(b) = bxllb222 b„Z    if b = cuE B ande [I ¿J-
Let f7ol(G, f) denote the linear space of all f-covariant holomorphic functions de-

fined on G. Define a representation of G on f7ol(G, f ) by

(3.4) «S, f)7)0) = 7(7?) - Jiyq-'gq)

for ally EG,g EG and 7 £ f/ol(G, $")• By the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem xr( •, ?)

is irreducible and its highest weight vector 7j is given by

(3.5) 7tO) = IT MOO]
mi-mi+x

1 = 1

where j £ G and A/ffj>) is the principal minor of order i of the matrix y; i = 1,

..., n and mn+x — 0. Now we define the function ft on E by
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fè{X)=U [Mi{X)]mi-mi+1

1 = 1

For XEE, set f0{X) = f^Xq). Let Z0 G E be represented in block form as

[Qn) (0) {-?„) (0)] where /„ is the unit matrix of order «,l'n = \f-iln and 0

are « by k/2 — n matrices with all entries equal to zero.  Recall that B is the

lower triangular Borel subgroup of GL(«, C) and set W = BZ0G. If / G H{E, £)

we shall denote by f/W the restriction of/ to W. Set

H{W,%) = {f/W:fEH{E,%)}.

Define the representation T{-, |) of G on H{W, £) by

[i\g, w/miw)=fiwg)

for all {w,g)EWx G and all f/W E H{W, £). Next we shall prove

Lemma 3.4. The function f0 is G-harmonic and %-covariant, i.e., f0 E

Hiß I).

Proof. It is easy to verify that /0 is £-covariant from the explicit expres-

sion of/0.  It remains to show that/0 is G-harmonic, and for this is it sufficient

to show that A^/n = 0 for all i, j, 1 < i </' < «.  If p = k/2 then we have

IVoK*)=Z \PitDjtf0]{X)
(3.6) '-1

= Z i[DirDjrf0]{X) + \Pír+pDír+pf0]{X)).
r = \

Now

/oW=ñ [AfÄ(Ai7)]Mft"W't+I.

ft=i

Therefore, by the product rule for differentiation we have

DirDJrf0{X)

= ZVirD¡r\M¿Xq)]m*-m°")     fl      [Mn{Xq)]mh-mh+l
i = l h=l;(hi=s)

(3.7) +   ¿ {Dir[Mt{Xq)]mt-mt+iDir[Ms{Xq)]m°-m°+>)

s,t=l

is*t)

n i^ra
h=l

(h±s,hi=t)

mh-h+1
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Dír+pDír+pf0{X)

= ¿2VUr+pD.r+p[Ms(Xq)]m*-m°^)   Y[Wh{xa)]mh~mh+l

¡1=1 ft=l
(h¥=s)

+ t   {DUr+p[MlXq)]m^m^Dj¡r+p[Ms(Xq)]m^m^)

s,t=l
(s*t)

• n whixq)\mh-Mh+i.
h = l

(.h*s,h¥=t)

By using the rule of differentiation for determinants it is easy to see that

(3.9)    DirDjr[Ms{Xq)]m°-m°+1 =-D,r+pD]-r+p[Ms(Xq)]m°-m°+l

and

(3.8)

Dir [Mt(Xq)] m*-mt+ lDjr[Ms(Xq)] ^'^ »

(3J0) - -Di,r+P[MtiXq)]mt-mt+1D.r+p[Ms(Xq)r°-m^

for every s, t; 1 < s, t < n (s + t).  Lemma 3.4 now follows immediately from

(3.6), (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10).

Lemma 3.5.  J7ie representations T(\|) and -n(',^)ofG on H(W, %) and

f/ol(G, J), respectively, are equivalent.  Hence, T(% %) is irreducible and its high-

est weight is indexed by

(mx,m2,...,mn,0,...,0).

[fc/21

Proof. Let bQ = (1/V2)Z„ and I = b0Z0q = [(Z„) (0)]. Define a map A

from H(W, £) to TÍol(G,f) by

[A(f/miy) = fHyq'1)

for all f¡W £ H(W, %) and ally EG.  Since lyq'1 = bQZ0qyq~l and qyq~l E

G, lyq~l E W for all y E G. Now if b EB,b can be represented in block

form as [be  J!] where b E B, so that t(b) = %(b). Now, it is clear that 1/7= bl;

hence,

[A(f/W)](by) =f{lbyq~l) =f{blyq-1)

(3-1 ° = %{b)f{lyq~l) = t{b)[Mf/W)] (y),
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and it is clear that A(f/W) is a holomorphic function on G; hence, A is a well-

defined map. It is also clear that A is linear. Next we shall show that A inter-

twines T{ •, £) and it{ •, ?).  For all f G G, y E G and f/W G H{W, %) we have

[A{T{g, m/w))]iy) = fi^-'g)

and

[fffc OAÍ//&0100 = [A(//W)]Of)

= [AO7H0]Cv«7-1CT)=/(I^-^)

so that

AT{g, %){f/W) = n{g, Ç)A{f/W)

for ail f/W G //(W, £).

Now, let us show that A is injective.  Indeed, if [A{f/W)] {y) = /(¿>0Z0OT_1)

= 0 for all y E G, then f{b0Z0g) = 0 for all g EG. Since / is £-covariant, this

implies immediately that f{w) = 0 for all w G W; i.e., f/W = 0.

By a simple computation we see that

[a(/o/ho] O) = /o(iw ') = f&y)=/fW-

Hence A(ZZ(H/, £)) is nonzero; and since 7r(-, f) is irreducible, it follows immedi-

ately that A is bijective.  This fact completes the proof of Lemma 3.5.   D

Now since k > 2n, there exists a permutation matrix g belonging to G0

such that X0g = Z0 {tecali that X0 = [(Z„)(-/„) (0)] as defined in §2). There-

fore W = BZ0G = BXQG.  In fact, it is easy to see that W = XQG = Pn.  Now

by Corollary 2.7 it is clear that the restriction mapping / —» f/W of Hiß, £) onto

H{W, £) is a G-module isomorphism. This fact and Lemma 3.5 immediately imply

Theorem 3.1.    D

Proof of Corollary 3.2. Recall that the mapping $ from P{E, |) onto

P{E, p) as defined in Theorem 1.5 was given by [{$f){X)]{a) = f{aX) for all

a G GL(n, C), X G E, and /G P{E, %). The map $ is actually an isomorphism

and its inverse mapping is given by {$~1F){X) - {F(X)){1) for all F E P{E,p).

Now to prove Corollary 3.2 it is sufficient to verify that the restriction of $ to

H{E, |) is an isomorphism between H{E, £) and H{E, p), since it is evident from

Theorem 1.5 that $/H{E, i=) intertwines R{', £) and R{-, p).  First let us show

that i"1 (//(Z?, p)) C H{E, %).  Indeed, if F G H{E, p) then Aiy(/a ° F) = 0 for

all a G GL(«, C), 1 < i <j < «; in particular, A¡j{lx o jF) = 0.  But (dp-^ÍZ)

= (F(Z))(1) = (/, ° F)(T) for all X E E. Hence, A,/*- !F) = 0 for all F G

Z/(£", p) and for all i, j, 1< / </ < «. Thus *~lF E H{E, £) for all F G Z/(F, p).

However, this is not sufficient to conclude that <fr~1/H{E, p) is surjective, since

H{E, p) might reduce to {0}.   Instead of showing that H{E, p) is nonzero, we

prove that <1>(ZZ(F, £)) C H{E, p).  For this purpose, we suppose that / G H{E, %)
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and verify that Atj(la ° */) = 0 for all a E GL(«, C) and all i, j, 1 < i </ < n.

For a E GL(n, C), let L(d) denote the linear map X —*aX, XEE. Then

(3.12) [/ » Lid)] (X) = f(aX) = [(*/)Q0] («) = [/„ » */] (A).

Hence, / ° L(a) = la ° */, and Afy(/a ° */) = A(>.(/ o 1(a)).  Setting Y = aX and

using the chain rule for differentiation, we get

[Djt(foL(a))]{X)=t "sjVstMY).
s = l

Thus

(3.13) [DitDjt(foL(a))](X)=   ¿   ^ [D^/RT)
/•, i=l

and so

(3.14)

[Aij(foL(a))](X)=¿2 [DitDjt{f ° L{a))](X)
r=i

= Z  Z «,,W>if/](iO
r=i >-,i=l

rt

=    Z    «r,«,/jZPrAr/](lO[
r,s=l (r = l )

= Z  Wsj[\sfKY).
r,s—l

Since / £ H{E, ?), [A„/| (Y) = 0 for all 7 £ £" and all r, s, Kr<s< n. From

equations (3.12) and (3.14) we infer that A/;(/a ° $/) = 0 for all i, /, 1 < i <

/ < n.   D

Remarks 3.6.  (1)  As in Note 2.6 we can easily see that H(E, %) is a sub-

space of Hm{E*), the linear space of all harmonic homogeneous polynomials of

degree m on E.

(2) After Lemma 3.5 we could also complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 by

invoking Theorem 1.3 of [12] and by observing that the space of all G-harmonic

polynomials on E which vanish identically on P is reduced to {0}.

(3) A particularly interesting class of £-covariant polynomials on E arises

in the special case where all the m¡  (1 < i < n) in %(mx, m2,..., mn) are equal

to a fixed integer m > 0.  Thus when % — £(m, m,..., m) we shall denote

H(E, %) by H(E, m). Now, following C. Herz (cf. [13, p. 482]) we shall say that

a polynomial function / on E is determinantly homogeneous of degree m if f(aX)

= (det a)mf(X) for all a E GL(n, C).  In this context we have

Corollary 3.7. For every % = (m,m,...,m) the simple G-module

H(E, m) consists of all determinantly homogeneous G-harmonic polynomials of
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degree m on E. Moreover, H{E, m) is spanned by the particular harmonics f of

the form

(3.15) f{X) = (det {LXt)Yn,        L, X EE and LÜ = 0.

Proof. From Theorem 1.5, we see that if £ = %{m, m,..., m), then the

highest weight vector f% of P{E, %) = P{E, m) is given by /{(A) = (det(Z,))m

where X G E is represented in block form as [Xx X2 ], with Xx an « x « ma-

trix.  Since P{E, m) is the G-invariant subspace spanned by /j, it is easy to verify

that P{E, m) consists precisely of all determinantly homogeneous polynomials of

degree m on E. At this point, we recall that /0 = D{q, %)f^ belongs to H{E, m).

Because /?(•,£) = R{',m) is an irreducible representation of G on H{E, m), the

polynomial functions R{g, m)/0 span H{E, m). Let L*0 be the first kx n block

of the matrix q.  Clearly Z,0I0 = 0; therefore f0{X) = (det(XZ,£))m and

QHg. m)f0){X) = (detour = (det(^4)f)m = (det((V)*0)m-

Set ¿0sf = L, then ¿Z/ = (L0sf )fe¿Ó) = ¿oLo = 0.   Ú

Now recall that G0 is the real special orthogonal subgroup of order k, let

U{k) denote the unitary subgroup of GL(£, C), and D0{' ,p) (resp. D0( •, £))

denote the restriction of D{-, p) (resp. D{ •, £)) to U{k). Then, by Theorem

1.1, D0( •, p) and DQ{ •, £) are irreducible.  Similarly, R0{ •, p) = Z?( •, p)/G0

and Z?0( •, |) = Z?(*, £)/G0 are equivalent irreducible representations of G0.

From §1, and the first part of this section, it follows that the p-covariant and

£-covariant polynomials on E ate intimately related. In the proof of Theorem 1.3,

we used the irreducibility of D{-, %), indirectly, via Theorem 1.5, to see that

D{', p) is irreducible. Actually it may be shown directly that D{-, p) is irreduc-

ible.  Indeed, let P denote the parabolic subgroup of GL{k, C) consisting of all

matrices given in block form as ["    °] with a G GL(«, C) and set p {["   ¿]) =

p(a). Then we may apply the inducing technique of Theorem 1.1 to Pand easily

show that D{', p) is equivalent to the irreducible holomorphic induced represen-

tation jt( -, p) of GL{k, C).

In the sequel, we shall reverse the scheme used in § 1 and previously in this

section, i.e., we shall assume that D0( •, p) and R0{ •, p) are irreducible and then

prove that D0( •, %) and R0{ •, £) are irreducible. This approach gives interesting

results which subsequently will be used in §4. However, instead of achieving these

results in that particular context, we shall attain them in a more general setting.

Let F be a finite dimensional complex vector space.  Let U and K he two

compact Lie groups.  Suppose that U and K act linearly on E to the left and to

the right respectively; moreover, we assume that the two actions commute.  Let p

be a continuous irreducible unitary representation of U on a complex Hilbert

space W. Suppose that we are given a nonzero finite dimensional complex vector
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space Hp which consists of p-covariant mappings from E into W.  We also require

that the representation 7 of K obtained by right translation on Hp is irreducible.

The commutativity of the two actions (of U and K, respectively, on E) insures

that Hp is T-invariant.

Let W* denote the dual of W and set

Hp = {l°F:lEW*,FEHp}.

Then clearly Hp is a finite dimensional complex vector space. Next, let The the

representation of K on ffp defined by:

[T(g)(l °F)KX)=[l°F] (Xg) = l(F(Xg))

(3.16) = l(T(g)F{X)) = [/ ° (Tig)f)] {X)

forall/£IV*, FE Hp,g E K and X EE.

Now we make the additional assumption that Hp and ÏÏ   are equipped with ap-

propriate inner products in which T and fare continuous unitary representations

of K. Let dp and dT denote the degrees of p and T respectively.  Under the above

hypotheses we have

Theorem 3.8.   77ze Hubert space H0 may be decomposed into an orthogonal

direct sum of T-invariant subspaces, Le.,

dP

hp = z e %)a
a=l

in such a way that, for every a = 1,2, ... ,dp, if Ta denotes the subrepresenta-

tion ofT on {Hp)a, then Ta is unitary equivalent to T.

Proof.   Let < • , • > and ( •, • ) denote the given inner products on W and fï.

respectively. Let {<px, <p2, . . . , <pd } be an orthonormal basis for W, and let

{I1,12, . . . ,1 p} denote its dual basis.  Let {Fx, F2, . . . , Fd } be an ortho-

normal basis for Hp.

Set

p{u)rs = ip(uyps, <pr)   for all u E U; r, s = 1, 2,...,dp,

(3.17)
T{g)ij = {T{g)Fj, FA   for all g £ K; U j - 1.2,... , dT.

Consider the subspace /'(Hp) = {V ° F:FE tfp}; then clearly V(Hp) is

spanned by the functions F¡ = I' ° F¡  (1 < i < dT); moreover, l'(Hp) is a T-in-
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variant subspace of Hp for every fixed/, / = 1, . . . , d . Indeed, from (3.16)

we get

T{g){VoF) = li°{T{g)F),

and since T{g)F belongs to H0, T{g){V ° F) belongs to l'{HD).

Let T{ •, V) denote the restriction of T to l'{Hp). For every /, define a

linear map $;. from Hp onto l'{rlp) by

$j{F) = l>°F   forallFGffp.

From equation (3.16), it is clear that each <fy interwines T and T{ •, I'). Be-

cause T is irreducible <&• is either injective or identically zero. We shall prove that

for every / = 1, . . . , dp, <E>. is actually a ZC-module isomorphism.  For this pur-

pose, we shall prove

Lemma 3.9.  The system {F/}¿;-, 1 <;' < dp, 1 < / < dT, constitutes a

basis for Hp-

Proof.   For every FE Hp and every / G W * we write F = 2,-Tj a¡F¡, and

l=^¡fx b¡V. Hence

loF=Y.aibj{VoFi) = ^ib,F,i,
i,i Uj

and this implies that the system {F{}y generates Hp.  Now suppose that

\j cijF!= ° for cij e c> Ki<dT,Kj <dp. From equation (3.17) we

get

dT

Tig)Ft = Z   T{g)tiFt   foti=l,...,dT;gEK.
r=i

Therefore, by equation (3.16) we obtain

fdT

[T\g)F'i]{X) = [I' o {T{g)Fi)]{X) = /'  Ç  Tig)tlFt{X))

(3.18)
dT

- Z  T{g)ti{l'oFt){X)= £  nf)finW.
r=i i=i

Next, for u EU, and Jf G E we have

dP

P("M = Z   Pi")rsVr
r = l

and
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dP

F((UX) = piuyF^X) = P(U) Z WM)
i=l

dp dp      ¡dp      \

(3.19) = Z  F?{X)p(u)^= Z  FW)[ Z P(«W
s = l î=1 \/=l /

dP(dP \

Therefore, from equations (3.18) and (3.19) we get

dP d>>

F{{uXg)=Z P{u)jsF¡{xg)= Z pHJzWW
i=i í=i

(3 201 d" dT

= Z  P(")/4 Z ^WW = Z Piu)isT{g)tiFst{X);
s = l r=l a»r

l<S<<ip;l <t<dT.

By assumption we have

Z CyFfiuXg) = 0;      Ki<dT;Kj<d
(3.21)        w-

for all u E U, X E E, and g E K.

Recall that from Schur's orthogonality relations we have

dpSu P(")/iP(^)a^" = 8ja5sß     and    dTj~K T{g)tiT{g)yn dg = 8^8^,

where 8{J- are the Kronecker symbols and du, dg are normalized Haar measures on

U and K respectively.

From equations (3.20) and (3.21) we infer that

0 « dPdT hxK ^aßT{g)yn(Z CyFiiuXgA dudg

= dPdriUXKP^UT(s)yJZcij\J2 P{u)¡sT(g)tlF¡{X)\ ¡dudg

= dpdT Z Ct, jZ WÍJpxjc P{u)iM^T{g)tiT{g)yn dudgjl

= VrZ dg W^,«**«*»^*) (/, T{g)tiñg)yr]dg^

= Z c J Z ^W/aMf7s.i -E^/í»**,«*

= cnaF^{X)   for all t?, a, ß, y and all XEE; 1 < r\,y<dT, Ka,ß<dp.
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This implies immediately that c¡¡ = 0 for all /, / (1 < i < dT, 1 </ < d ). Hence,

the proof of Lemma 3.9 is concluded. D

Now, by construction, each <I>;- maps Hp onto l'(rlp), and Lemma 3.9

shows that dim(tf0) = dim{l'{rln)). Hence, $>• is a Zv-module isomorphism.  By a

well-known fact (see, e.g., [20, p. 285] ) we may assume that each T{ •, V) is

unitary equivalent to T.   This implies that the representations T{-, V), 1 </ <

d , are unitary equivalent to each other.

As continuous unitary representation of a compact Lie group, T decomposes

completely into a sum of continuous irreducible unitary subrepresentations Ta,

a = 1, 2.Therefore H   may be represented as an orthogonal direct sum of

its subspaces.

(3.22) Hp = Z 0 %)a\    r/(ï/p)a = ra.

Now by the above paragraph, as ZC-module Hp is also a direct sum (not

necessarily orthogonal) of the submodules l'(Hp). By a classical result concerning

decompositions of semisimple Zí-modules (cf., e.g., [5, Proposition 3, p. 175]), we

may conclude that the Ta in equation (3.22) are unitary équivalent to each other

and that 1 <a<crp. D

Now we recall from §2 that S{E*) was equipped with the inner product

defined by {p, q) = (p(D)q)(0).  For y E GL{k, C) we remark that (R(y)q)~

= R{y)q.   Therefore, using equation (2.1) we get

(3.23) {R{y)p, R{y)q) = {R{y)p{D)R{yt)R(y)q){0).

If y E U{k) or y E 0{k), then y*y = 1, and in that case, by using equation

(3.23), we have {R{y)p, R{y)q) = {p, q).

Choose an orthonormal basis {<px, <p2, . . . , <pd } for fiol(GL(«, C), £) in

such a manner that the first element I1 of its dual basis {/', I2, . . . ,1 p} satis-

fies lxip) = ci¿>(1) for all ¡p G Hol(GL(«, C), |), where c is a constant of normal-

izations. Let p0 denote the restriction of p to U{ri); since U{n) is compact we

may assume, without loss of generality, that p0 is a continuous irreducible unitary

representation. Set

(Piß. p))~ ={loF:FEP(E,p),lE (f/ol(GL(«, C), £))*};

then clearly (P(E, p))~ is a subspace of S(E  ). Let D0( •, p) denote the repre-

sentation of U(k) obtained by right translation on (P(E, p))~. The above inner

product on S(E*) induces a Hubert space structure on (P(E, p))~ such that

D0( •, p) is a continuous unitary representation of U(k). We shall also equip

P(E, p) with the inner product
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^1^2) = Z (li ° Fx, If o F2).
; = i

Then, for all y E U(k)
dP

(D0(y, p)Fx \D0(y, p)F2) = Ç (// 0 Djjt p)Fi> // 0 Df¡{yt p)F¿

'do

= Z @0iy> pV ° Fi. DQiy, P)V o F2)

/=1
dp

= Z   0oFxJ°F2) = {Fx\F2)
/=!
dP

= Z   (//°F1,F"oF2) = (F1|F2).

/'=!

Therefore, D0( •, p) is continuous irreducible unitary representation of U(k).  By

our choice of the basis {Z1,. .. , / *>} we notice that «^(PÍF, p)) = P(F, £) (see

also Theorem 1.5). The following corollary may be deduced immediately from

Theorem 3.8.

Corollary 3.10. 77ie subspace (P(E, p))~ ofS(E*) may be decomposed

into an orthogonal direct sum as

dp

(r\ßp)T= Z STOP))«-
a=l

In addition, each (P(E, p))~ is (unitary) isomorphic to P(E, p), and

(P(E, p))~ = P(E, %).

By an analogous reasoning, Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.8 lead us to

Corollary 3.11. 77ie subspace (H(E, p))~ of H(E*) may be decomposed

into an orthogonal direct sum of simple G0-modules as

dP

(H(E, p))~ = Z  © <P<P. P))Z-
<*=i

In addition, each G0-module (H(E, p))~ is (unitary) isomorphic to the G0-

module H(E, p), and (H(E, p))~ = H(E, |).

Notice that a similar result to Corollary 3.10 was obtained by S. Gelbart [7],

The special class of G-harmonic polynomial functions in Corollary 3.7, was

also studied in great detail by H. Maass [19].  Indeed, if we let p0 E S(E *) be

defined by p0(X) = detiXA'') for allZ G E, then p0(D) is precisely the differen-

tial operator introduced by H. Maass [18].  Clearly, p0 EJ+(E*), so thatH(E, m)
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is a subspace of all "harmonic forms" in [18].   These so-called "generalized spheri-

cal harmonic functions" lead to interesting questions in harmonic analysis. In the

next section we shall investigate these "generalized spherical harmonic functions"

for any %(mx, m2, . . . , mn) with mx > m2 > • • • > mn > 0.

4.  Harmonic analysis on Stiefel manifolds.  Suppose that k > 2n; then the

Stiefel manifold S"'k consists of all matrices s EE0 such that ss* = 1„, where

ln denotes the identity matrix of order n.  Let H(Sn,k) denote the space of func-

tions on S"'k obtained by restricting all G-harmonic polynomial functions on E to

the Stiefel manifold.

When n — 1, the Stiefel manifold Sx 'k reduces to the (k — 1) unit sphere;

the spherical harmonics are then obtained as restriction of the harmonic poly-

nomials to the surface of this sphere. Using the spherical harmonics one can ob-

tain a very interesting decomposition of Z,2(Rfc) into a direct sum of subspaces, in-

variant under the Fourier transform and under the action of the rotation group.

The references to this classical subject are abundant; see for example Vilenkin[24,

Chapter IX], Coifman and Weiss, [6, Chapter II] and Stein and Weiss, [21, Chapter

IV]. The excellent treatment by Stein and Weiss seems to conform the most to our

geometrical intuition.

This section is organized in the following way: The first part will be devoted

to the establishment of the isomorphism between the G-harmonic polynomial func-

tions and the Stiefel harmonics; and from this a decomposition of L2(S"'k) will

follow.  The second part will treat the direct sum decomposition of L2(E0) in

connection with the Stiefel harmonics and the Fourier-Plancherel transform.

The results of the first part are original. The theorems in the second part may be

regarded as a reformulation and unification of parts of the work of S. Gelbart [7]

and C. Herz [13]. Nevertheless, the proofs involved in the second part are inter-

esting, for it is somewhat surprising that the method given by Stein and Weiss [21]

may be generalized word by word to our situation.

Recall that I = [1„ 0] was defined in §3; clearly I belongs to S"-k. If s £

S",k, then the rows of s can be extended to an orthonormal basis for R1 xk such

that if g is the matrix formed by k orthogonal row vectors, then g £ G0. Hence

lg = s; from this we conclude that G0 acts transitively on Sn'k. It follows that

S",k may be diffeomorphically identified with the homogeneous space

SO(k - n%SO(k). In this section, we shall prove that the restriction mapping/—*

ffSn,k  (fEH(E *)) is an isomorphism. For this purpose, we first need

Proposition 4.1. Let E be a finite dimensional vector space over the com-

plex field. Assume that G C Aut (ZT) is a connected linear algebraic group such

that G is the complexification of a connected subgroup G0 of the automorphism

group AutfZT) of E.  Suppose that the mapping g —► Xg from G to E is holomor-
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phic for a fixed XEE (here Xg denotes the action of G on X).

Let f be a holomorphic function on E.   Then the following statements are

equivalent:

(i) f(Xg) = 0forallgEG0,

(ii) f(Xg) = OforallgEG.

Proof.  The proof of elementary. For details see [23].   D

Let S(S"'k) be the ring of all functions on S"'k obtained by restrict-

ing elements of S(E*) to S",k.   Then we have

Theorem 4.2.   The restriction mapping f—+f/S"'k  (fEH(E *)) is a

GQ-module isomorphism ofH(E*) onto S(S"'k).

Proof.   Let 0 denote this restriction mapping. Then it is clear that 0 is

linear.  By Theorem 2.5, S(E*) = J(E*) <g> H(E*); since J(E*) reduces to scalars

on the Stiefel manifold, it follows that 0 is surjective and that S(S"-k) = H(Sn-k).

Let us show that 0 is injective.  First, observe that I is quasi-regular, i.e., that P C

Ucec»0c|. This can be proved as follows:

We equip E with the norm || • || defined by \\X\\ = ^(XX1)^, and recall

that ZQ = [(In) (0) (-/n) (0)], as defined in §3, is such that Qz   = P„ =

{X E E: XXt = 0, tank(X) = «}. Now for any e > 0, let c = c(e) he a fixed

square root of 2e(l — i + e).  Let g E GL(k, C) be given in block form as

[Jjj> ^] (we suppose as usual that k is even; the case k odd may be treated in a

similar fashion); here D (resp. D') is a diagonal matrix of order k/2 with diagonal

entries all equal to (1 + e)/c (resp. (— i + e)/c). Now, by a simple computation

one can see that g EG and

(4.1) He)lg - Z0 II = (2«)'/2e.

Any element of Qz   is of the form Z0gx for some gx E G. Since the mapping

X —» Xgx from F to F is continuous, equation (4.1) implies that any element of

0Z   may be obtained as limit of elements in Ucf=c*^cr

Now Proposition 5 (p. 343) of [15] implies that the mapping yx: H(E*) —►

S(0X) is a G-module isomorphism (see [15] for definitions and notations).  Now

if / G H(E*) and 0/ ■ 0, then since S"-k = IG„, we have f(lg) = 0 for all g E

G0.  From Proposition 4.1 it follows that f(lg) = 0 for all g E G. But this just

means that yx(f) = 0. Therefore /= 0 and, hence, 0 is injective. Now it is clear

that 0 is a G0-module isomorphism.  D

Recall that the representation R0( •, %) = R( •, £)/G0 of G0 on H(E, |) is

irreducible.  Let H(Sn,k, £) denote the subspace of H(Sn,k) which is obtained by

restricting the G-harmonic £-covariant polynomials to the Stiefel manifold S",k.

Let R%( ', X) be the representation of G0 on H(S"'k, %) obtained by right transla-

tion; then Theorem 4.2 immediately implies the following result.
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Corollary 4.3. The restriction mapping f'—* ffS"'k (fEH(E,%))is an

isomorphism intertwining R0( •, £) and R%( •, £): hence, Rq ( •, {•) is irreducible

with highest weight

C{mx,m2,...,mn,0 • • • 0).

[fe/2]

Remarks 4.4. (i) With regard to the proof of Theorem 4.2 it is interest-

ing to note that 0X = {X E E: XX{ = 1 }. Indeed, to show this we remember

from Lemma 2.8 that the symmetric bilinear form ( • I • ) was defined on C1 xk

by {x\y) = xyt. If XEE and XX* = 1 , then the n rows of X, say xx,x2,

...,xn, constitute an orthonormal system for Clxfe.  Let V = Vxbe the sub-

space (of CiXk) spanned by xx,..., xn. Now the restriction of ( • I • ) to V is

nondegenerate.  For if x £ V, thenx = 2"=1 c¡x¡, and (x|xf) = c¡. It follows

thatC1Xfc = V ® VL.   Also, (• | •) restricted to V  is nondegenerate, because

ifyEVLis such that iy\z) = 0 for all z £ v\ then y E (V1)1 = V, hence, y E

VLC\ V andy = 0. Therefore, V1 possesses an orthonormal basis with respect to

( • | • ), say xn+ j,..., xk. Clearly, the system {xx, x2,..., xk} is an orthonormal

basis (with respect to the bilinear form ( • I • ) of C1Xfc). Let g he the k by k ma-

trix with columns x\,x2,...,xk. By replacing, if necessary, xn+x by — xn+x

we may assume that g EG. Next, it is clear that Xg = I, and from this our de-

sired conclusion follows immediately.

(il) A more direct proof may be given for Corollary 4.3. Indeed, let us de-

note by H(E0, %) the linear space of all complex-valued polynomial functions on

E0 which is obtained by restricting elements of H(E, £) to E0. By analytic con-

tinuation the restriction mapping / —* f/E0  (f E H(E*)) is an isomorphism.

Next, set BQ = B n GL(n, R), and let H{E$) denote the linear space consisting of

all G0-harmonic, complex-valued polynomial functions on EQ. Then it follows

that H(E0, Ç) is a subspace of H(E*) such that if /£ H(E0, %), then f(bX) =

%(b)f(X) for all (b, X) E B0 x E0. Moreover, the representation of G0 obtained

by right translation on H(EQ, %) is irreducible. Now by an argument using the

Gram-Schmidt process, similar to the one used to obtain the Iwasawa decomposi-

tion for GL(n, R) (see, e.g., [14, Theorem 14, p. 305]), we may conclude that

E0 is essentially B0S",k. From this fact we infer that the restriction mapping

f-+f/S"-k (/£ H(E0, £)) is a G0-module isomorphism. Hence, R%{ •, %) is

irreducible.

Now set K0 = SO(k — n) and let ds denote the unique normalized, regular,

G0-invariant Baire measure on the homogeneous space KQ\G0. Let Rq denote

the continuous unitary representation of G0 which is obtained by right transla-

tion on L2(K0\G0), the Hubert space of square integrable complex-valued func-

tions on Zv0\G0.  In addition, we shall designate by G0 a set of representatives of
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equivalence classes of continuous irreducible unitary representations of G0. By the

Peter-Weyl theory, we then have thé following decomposition of L2(K0\GQ) into

an orthogonal direct sum of Z?*-invariant subspaces:

(4.2) L2(K0\G0) =   Z   0 PXL2{K0\G0),
\ec0

where PK = dJG tt\\(g)RQ(g)dg and dK is the degree of X.  In general, the re-

striction of R% to PKL2(K0\G0) is not irreducible but "primary", i.e.,

(43) P^L2(K0\G0)=Z®Vl,
M

with Rq/V^ unitary equivalent to X for all p. A continuous irreducible unitary

representation X of G0 on a Hilbert space fix is said to be of class 1 with respect

to Zv0 if there exists a nonzero vector «0 G Hx such that X(k)h0 = «0 for every

kEK0 (cf. [11, p. 414] for details).  Set

Wx = {hE ff\: W)h = h,\/kE K0}.

Then clearly Wx is a subspace of f/x.  Under the above assumptions, the follow-

ing classical result is valid.  A similar result, valid in a more general context, has

been proved by Gross and Kunze [8, Theorem 2, p. 129].

Proposition 4.5. The projection P^ is of finite rank, and Px is nonzero if

and only if X is of class 1 with respect to K0.In addition, the number of times that

X occurs in the reduction ofR$ is precisely the dimension mx of the space Wx.

Proof. We sketch the proof.  First, observe that mK = dim Wx is equal to

the multiplicity of the trivial representation 1^   in the reduction of \/K0, the re-

striction of X to K0. Next, by the Frobenius reciprocity theorem, the number of

times that 1^-   occurs in the reduction of X/K0 is equal to the number of times

that X occurs in the reduction of the induced representation ind^ t G lK . But

the latter is merely the representation ZÎ* on L2(K0\G0). In conclusion, the

above facts together with equation (4.3) imply that

(4.4) dim PKL2(K0\G0) = mx dim V% = dim WK dim   u <°°.

Finally, it is clear that X is of class 1 with respect to K0 if and only if dim Wx >

0. The last part of the proposition now follows immediately from equation (4.4).

D

We shall say that PXL2(K0\G0) is the subspace of L2(KQ\G0) which trans-

forms under Z?* according to X.  By Theorem 1.1, we also know that any X G G0

may be obtained by the inducing process of Theorem 1.1. Therefore, we may set

X = tt0(•, f); where f = Ç(mx, m2,...,m.k/2]) is a dominant character of the

maximal torus T of G0 (see Lemma 3.3).  The integers m¡ in the dominant char-

acter f must satisfy the following conditions:
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mx > m2 > ' • ' > m[k/2] ^*®   when k is odd,

and

mx > m2 > • • • > \mk/2 I   when k is even

(cf. [28, p. 41] for details).

Now by Proposition 2.1 (p. 32) of [7] a representation tt0( •, f) is of class 1

with respect to K0 if and only if f is of the form

f(m,,m2,.l.,m„,0, 0,...,0).

[fc/21

Therefore, we may rewrite equation (4.2) as

(4.5) L2(K0\G0) = Z 0 P,o(.,^HK0\G0))

where the summation ranges over all f £ T with

t = f(m1,m2,...,m„,0.0)

[fc/2]

and mx > m2 > • • • > mn > 0.  Now recall that KQ\G0 may be identified with

the Stiefel manifold; thus the above results together with Corollary 3.11 of §3

will enable us to obtain a concrete decomposition of L2(Sn,k).

Let ( •, • )s denote the inner product defined on L2(Sn,k) by

(f.h)s-isn>kf{s)hH)ds.

Recall that K0 is the stability subgroup of I = [1„ 0], so that G0 acts transi-

tively on S"'k. Next, for every continuous complex-valued function/on Sn,k

we have

(4-6) f       f(s)ds= f     f{lg)dg.
j en, k J o-Q

Indeed, to establish (4.6) we observe that ds is G0-invariant so that

f        f(s)ds=   fnf{sg)ds   for alls £G0.
J $n,K J sn'K

And by Fubini's theorem

Ssn,k^dS=Sc0{Ssn,k^dS}^

-/,*»{ Jo.*»*}*

For every s £ S",k there exists gs E G0 such that s = lgs. Therefore, by perform-

ing the change of variable g—*g71gin the inner integral of the last equation,
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and by observing that G0 is unimodular, we get

Ssn. k{5o0 /(*) * } * = Ssn, k{L0 A« *} * =  So0 '«*> *'

Next, set

(H(Sn- k, p))~ =   {//5"- k: f E (H(E, p))~}

where the subspace (Z/(F, p))~ of H(E*) is the space defined in §3 (cf. Corollary

3.11).  By Theorem 4.2, as a G0-module (H(S",k, p))~ is isomorphic to the G0-

module (H(E, p))~. Now by the proof of Theorem 3.1 and, in particular, by

Lemma 3.5, it follows that (H(S"'k, p))~ consists of functions which transform

according to ir0( •, f) (recall that p = n( •, %) is a representation of GL(«, R)

and that in Lemma 3.5 n0( •, f) was obtained by applying the inducing process

of Theorem 1.1 to

? = t(mx, m2,..., mn, 0,..., 0)

[fc/2]

where the indices m,- are those in %(mx, m2,..., mn). We also have the following

decomposition of (H(Sn,k, p))~ into an orthogonal direct sum

do
(4.7) (H(Sn-k, p))~ = Z   © (ACS* fc> P))2-

Ci=l

In equation (4.7) the restriction of R% to each (H(Sn,k, p))~ is unitary

equivalent to ît0( •, ?). Now according to Proposition 2.2 in [7] (referred to as an

"Act of Providence", p. 33), the number of times that tt0( •, f) occurs in the re-

duction of Rq is exactly the degree d   of the representation p. The argument for

this involves repeated applications of the branching theorem.  A more general re-

sult with a more straightforward proof will appear in [9].  From this last fact and

equation (4.7), we infer that (H(Sn,k, p))~ is precisely the subspace of L2(S"'k)

which transforms according to n0( •, £)• To unify the notations we set

(4.8) H(Sn- %o( .if) = CHES* k, P))~,       H(S»- *)2o( ,t r) = (H(S"'k, p))~

Similarly, we set

(4.9) H(E0\q{ .ff) = (H(E0, p))~,       H(Eorno( ,„ = (H(E0, p))~

Now let rr0( •, f x) and n0( •, f2) be two different class 1 representations of G0;

we shall show that H(S"'k)n (.? j and H(Sn-k)n (#? ) are orthogonal. For

this we observe that it is sufficient to show the following:   If {/?,/2,..-,/£}

is an orthonormal basis for H(Sn-kX (. f f } and {/f, /|,..., /f} is an

orthonormal basis for H(S">kfn (. f f °}  then (/?, //)5 = 0 for all i, /, 1 < i

<s, 1 </ < t.  Indeed,
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= jGof?Hg)7f(Jg)dg    by (4.6)

= S G0^o(g)f?)W(Rt(i)ff)Wdg.

Because the restrictions of the representation R* to ZZ(5",fc)" ,, * ^ and to

H(S"'k)^ (. f ), respectively, belong to different classes of irreducible unitary

representations of G0, the orthogonality relations immediately imply that the last

integral in the above equation is equal to zero.

We summarize the above results in a more concise fashion in

Theorem 4.6. The Hilbert space L2{S",k) decomposes into an orthogonal

direct sum of its subspaces as follows:

(4.10) z,2(S".fc) = zezz(s"'fc)   (.if),
Î

where each subspace ZZ(5",fe)w ,,*\ transforms according to the irreducible uni-

tary representation tt0( •, f) of G0, and where the summation ranges over all

representations nQ( •, J) which are induced from the dominant weights

t = t(mx, m2, ■.., m„, 0,..., 0)

[fc/2]

ofG0.  In addition, each subspace H(Sn,k)   ,. n, which consists of Stiefel har-

monk functions, is invariant under the representation Rq ofGQ on L2(S",k).

Notes 4.7. (i) When n = 1 and k > 2, Theorem 4.6 reduces to the classical

decomposition of the Hilbert space L2(Sk~1) into orthodirect sum of homoge-

neous spherical harmonic subspaces (see, e.g., [21, p. 141]).

(ii) In the decomposition (4.10) when f = f (m, m,.... 0,.... 0), it is easy to

see that deg p = 1 (cf. [26, Theorem 7.5B, p. 201]), so that H(S"-k)n (. ?) is

then reduced to the subspace of all determinantly homogeneous Stiefel harmonics

of degree m (cf. Corollary 3.7 of §3).

Recall that for every a, the linear space H(E)" ,.^ was equipped with the

inner product ( •, • ) defined by (p, q) = (/7(D)^)(0). Now if we denote by

Rq{ ' ) S") the representation of G0 obtained by right translation on H(E)% ,^,

then by Corollary 3.11, R%( •, f) is irreducible.   Since the G-harmonic poly-

nomials are determined by their restrictions to the Stiefel manifold S"'k, we

may equip H(E)% ( <f) with the inner product ( •, -)s defined by

(P> «)s = fsn, kP(S)ÖU) ds       VP> <? G H(F)nQ( ; »■
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Proposition 4.8.  There exists a constant C = C(<x, tt0( •, ?)) such that

(P, q)s = C(p, q)     Vp,qEH(ß)a„oi.ti).

Proof. The proof is elementary.   D

The next part will be devoted to the study of L2(E0), the Hubert space of

square-integrable functions on E0. For this purpose, we let Pn denote the cone

of positive definite matrices of order «. Then we may write almost all X E EQ

uniquely in the form X = rVls = r[X]s[X] where rEPn and s G S",k. Corre-

sponding to this decomposition of E0 we have the volume element dX =

(l/2")|7-|1/2(fe-n-1)iis<i/-, where eis is the unique measure on S",k invariant under

the action of G0 (cf. [13, p. 482]).

A function / on E0 is said to be radial if it depends only on its "radial part",

i.e.,/(A") =fs'(r[X]) for some function .f* defined onPn. It is easily seen that

this is equivalent to the statement that/is G0-invariant.  For every hS E

H(S"'k)n j, « we define a function « on E0 by setting h(X) = h~*(s[X]) where

s [X] is the "Stiefel part" of X (of course, h is defined only almost everywhere

on F0). Now let H(EQ)^ ,.^ denote the subspace of L2(E0) which is spanned

by all products of the form fh, where / is radial, W belongs to H(S"'k)n (. ?),

and fh belongs to L2(E0).

From Theorem 4.6 we deduce the following result.

Corollary 4.9.  The Hilbert space L2(E0) may be decomposed into an

orthogonal direct sum of the form

(4.11) Z,2(F0)=£ ©  H(E0)    (.,f)
?

where the sum ranges over all dominant weights Ç(mx, m2,..., mn, 0,..., 0) (of

G0) with mx > m2 > • • • > mn > 0.

Proof. We sketch the proof. The fact that every H(S"ik\ (.„ is finite

dimensional implies readily that every H(E¿)V ,.¡\ is a closed subspace of

L2(E0). The mutual orthogonality of the H(EQ\ /. « follows immediately

from the mutual orthogonality of the H(Sn,k\ ,.¿y   The result now fol-

lows if we observe that L2(E0) = L2(Pn) ® L2(S"-k) and that L2(Sn-k) =

2f0ZZ(5"-fc)Wo(.>?).   D

In the classical case when « = 1, the decomposition (4.11) possesses the ad-

ditional property that the Fourier transform maps each summand onto itself. In

[21], this fact was obtained from the crucial observation that the subspace of

each linear space H'(E£) which is invariant under the action of K0 (the stability

subgroup of the pole I = (1, 0,..., 0)) is of dimension 1. This optimal situation

occurs also in our case if we consider the subspaces H(E0)n (. « with f =

?(m,0,0,...,0)or
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J = £(m, m,..., m, 0,.... 0).

[fc/2]

It is easy to see that with ? = f(m, 0,..., 0) we obtain again the classical case

(n = 1); on the other hand, when f = f(m,..., m, 0,..., 0), H(S"'k)n (.?) is

reduced to the subspace of all determinantly homogeneous Stiefel harmonics of

degree m.  In the remainder of this section, we shall investigate this situation.

For /in L1(E0) n L2(EQ), we define the Fourier transform of/ (denoted

F/) by setting

ffiX) =   f _   exp (- 2m(X\ Y))fiY) dY;    (X\ Y) = tr (XY1).

Recall that the representation of G0 obtained by right translation on H(EQ, m)

was denoted by R0( •, m). To this corresponds the representation R%( •, m) on

H(S"-k, m).

Let s £ Sn,k, then the mapping / —> f(s) (/£ H(EQ, m)) is a nonzero

linear functional on H(E0, m). Therefore there exists a unique function Zm £

H(EQ, m) such that, f(s) - if, Z™)s for every /in H(E0, m).

Definition 4.10. The function Zm will be called the zonal harmonic func-

tion of H(EQ, m) with pole s. The zonal harmonic function with pole I is par-

ticularly interesting and will subsequently play an important role. To simplify

the situation, we remark that a function /£ H(E0, m) is G0-harmonic if and only

if /is harmonic, i.e. Sf=1A//= 0 (cf. [13, p. 484]). In [7], Gelbart proved

that every polynomial on EQ of p-covariant type is G0-harmonic if and only if/

is harmonic. We shall obtain a similar result for the £-covariant polynomial func-

tions on E.

Proposition 4.11. Let f be any element of H(E, %); then f is G-harmonic

if and only if fis harmonic.

Proof. It is obvious that if/is G-harmonic then/is harmonic. Now as-

sume that 7?}=xAttf= 0. We shall show that Atjf = 0 for all i, /, 1 < i </ < n.

Recall that in the proof of Corollary 3.2 of §3, we defined the linear map L(a)

by L(a)X = aX,XEE,aE GL(n, C). Also, equation (3.14) implies that

[Aii{foL{b))](X)=   Z   briba[LnniY)

(4.12) ''i = 1
for all b E B, X = E and Y = bX.

Now the fact that / is |-covariant implies that %(b)f = / ° L{b) and

Z [A,,-(/° L(b))](X) = {(*) Z  [*«/](*) = 0
(4.13) í = i «=i

for every b £ B.
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Now let b G B with b¡¡ == 0, i = 1,..., «, by =£ 0 for some fixed / and / (t >/),

and brs = 0 otherwise. Then, for such a b, equation (4.11) implies that

[Au (f o L(b))] (X) = bf. [àuf] (Y)    if i * j,

(4.14) [Ajj(f o L(b))](X)

= bj^fKY) + 2bybij [Ayf](Y) + b% [A„f]{Y).

Now it is easy to see from equations (4.13) and (4.14) that

t b\ [Auf](X) + 2btjb„ \Atjf](X) + b2; [Attf](X) = 0
(4.15) « = i . Yc „for every X E E.

Equation (4.15) represents a homogeneous system of linear equations with un-

knowns [A¡¡f](X), 1 <i <«, and [Ayf](X). From the arbitrariness of the co-

efficients ba and btj, we infer that [Atjf](X) = 0 and [A,7/](X) = 0 for all

i = 1,..., « and all XEE.  From this it follows immediately that / is G-har-

monic.    D

Now let dm denote the degree of Z?0( •, m). Then the following result is

true.

Lemma 4.12. (a)If{f.,...,fd   } is an orthonormal basis for H(En, m)
m

then a

z?xih)= Z tthVM)-
1 « = 1

(b) Zf is real-valued and Zm (s2) = Zm (sx) for all s, sx,s2E S"'k.

(c) For all g E GQ, R0(g, m)Z™ = Zm.

Proof, (a) Since {/,,...,/,   } is an orthonormal basis for H(En, m) we
um "

must have
dm drm

ZTX= Z Wx>fi\h = Z fiih)fi
/=i í=i

-dm
so that Zmi(s2) = ^xfi(sx)fi(s2).

(b) To prove that Zm is real valued we observe that we can choose the or-

thonormal basis in (a) to consist of real valued functions.  Indeed, set A =

2?_ j A,,, and observe that A/ = 0 if and only if A/ = 0.  Therefore the system

{Re(f¡), lm(f¡)}¡ is a set of generators for H(E0, m). Choose from this set a

system of dm linearly independent functions.  Then by applying the Gram-

Schmidt process, we get the desired orthonormal basis.  Now (b) follows imme-

diately from (a).

(c) The equation

(/, R(g, m)Zps = (Rig-1, m)f, Z™)s = (R(g~1 ,m)f)(sg) = f(s) = if,Z™)s,
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which holds for all /£ H(EQ, m), shows immediately that R(g, m.)Z™ = Z

Let

D

Kn u £ SO(k - n)

then K0 is the subgroup of G0 fixing I. By Lemma 4.11, we have R0(u, m)Zmt

= R0(u, m)Zm = Zm for aU u EK0. Let

Wm(l) = {fEH(E0, m): R0(u, m)f = f, VuEK0};

then by Proposition 4.5 and Note 4.7 we deduce that dim Wm(I) — 1.  Since

Zm is nonzero and Zm belongs to Wm(l), we infer that Wm(l) = {cZ^: cE C}.

Definition 4.13. For sx E Sn,k we define a parallel on Sn,k with respect

to the pole sx as the orbit of an s £ Sn'k under the subgroup of G0 fixing sx.

Note that a parallel on Sn,k with respect to the pole I is the orbit of some

s £ S"'k under K0. Now for any sx E S"'k, sx = lgx for some gx £ G0; hence,

the fixing subgroup of sx is gx~lK0gx.

Proposition 4.14. Suppose that sx E Sn'k; then fEH(E0, m) is con-

stant on parallels ofS"'k with respect to the pole sx if and only if there exists

a constant Cx such that f = CxZm.

Proof. First observe that Zm is constant on parallels with respect to the

pole I since for all s E S"-k and all « £ KQ, Zf(su) = ZIu_i(s) = Zm(s). Now

for sx ESn,k such that sx = lgx, we have

^(for1«*!» = ̂ W^1") = zxteîl) = z?x®-

Hence, Zm is constant on parallels with respect to the pole sx. Suppose now that

fEH(E0, m) is constant on parallels with respect to the pole sx, i-e.f{s(g\~1ugx))

= /(s) for all u EK0. But this is satisfied if and only if R{u)(R(gx)f) = R{gx)f

for all u EK0. Now since dim Wm(l) = 1, we get R{gx)f= CxZm for some

constant Cx £ C. From this we deduce that/= CXZ\^  = CXZ™.   D

n,k
Proposition 4.15. Suppose that fs (s2) is defined for all sx, s2 £ S

and that

(a) fs  E H(E0, m)for each sx E S">fc,

(b) R(g)fsg = fs for all s E Sn-k, and all gEGQ.

Then there exists a constant C such thatfs (s2)= CZm (s2)forallsx,s2 ES"-k.

Proof. Fix sx E Sn,k and let g be an element of the subgroup of G0 fix-
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ing Sj, then from (b) we see that f(s2g) = fs g(s2g) = fs (s2); therefore by

Proposition 4.14 fs = C(sx)Zm. To complete the proof of the proposition it

suffices to show that C(sx) = C(s2) fot all sx, s2. Let gx be such that sxgx =

s2; then for all s G S"'k we have

C(s2)Z™(s) = CX^fei) =/,2(«i) =fsfi) « C(Sl)Z-(s).

From this we deduce that 0(s,) = C(s2).   D

Recall that, corresponding to every hy E H(Sn,k, m) we defined a function

h on F0 by setting h(X) = h^(s[X]) for all X = /*[X]sLY] with rankGT) = «.

Theorem 4.16. For every function in L2(E0) of the form fh, where f is

a radial function and hy belongs to H(S"'k, m), V(fh) — fh, where f is a radial

function determined by f.

Proof. As usual, it is sufficient to prove the theorem for the case fh E

Ll(EQ) n L2(E0).  If X = pho and (X\ Y) = tt(XY*), then

[Fifh)] 00 = f    exp{-2m(X\Y))f(Y)h(Y)dY
Jeo

= {     (      exp(-2iri(p/2o\rV2s))f^(r)h^(s)\r\v^k-"~^dsdr
Pn   Sn,k

= f     \rfMk-n-1)fJ(r)\(       exp(-2ni(p/2o\rAs))h^(s)ds\dr.

Now

/ n    exp(-2m(p'/2o\rAs))h^(s)ds

(4-16) =fsn,k ^V(-2m(pAo\r/2s))(jsn^(t)ZjQ)dt\ds

= fsny(t){isnkexp(-2m(pY2o\r*s))Zm(s)dsjdt

because Zm(t) = Zm(s) and Zm is real valued.  Set

F0(t) = f      exv(-2m(pMr1/2s))Zm(s)ds.

Then by an argument involving the Fubini theorem and Theorem 4.6, we infer

that Fa belongs to H(S"'k, m).

Next

Fogitg) = f n feexp(~27ri(p%^|/-,/2s))Z^(s)iZs.

Let s = sg~1. Then

Fogtä=S n k^P(-^i(p/2og\r/2s'gy)Z"¡(s'g)ds'

= fsn kexp(-2m(pAo\r1/2s'))Zm(s')ds' = Fa(t).
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Therefore, by Proposition 4.15, Fa = Cip, r)Zm, where Cip, r) is a constant de-

pending on p and r. Now from equation (4.16) we get

[Vifh)]iX) = ip\r\v^k-n-l)fJ{r)^snkh^(t)C(p, r)Zm{t)dt}dr,

but

fsnkhJ(t)Z™(t)dt = hJ(o).

Hence

[F(fh)KX) = {ip^WiP. r)\r\*<*-H-»dr}hiX).

Setting

f(X) = L f^Wip, r)|r|*<*-',-1) dr,
Jpn

we obtain F(/7r) = /7i.   D

Note that an explicit expression for / may be obtained in terms of a "gen-

eralized Hankel transform" of/(cf. [13, Theorem 3.4, p. 492]).
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